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1 Executive summary
This document contains the final publishable summary report, the plan for use and dissemination of
foreground with a public section on dissemination measures, including any scientific publications
relating to foreground and a section on exploitable foreground and plans for exploitation also public. Furthermore it contains the report on societal implications.
The description of the main S&T results and foregrounds follows the projects work package structure. For each work package the deliverables, activities, achievements, innovations, lessons learnt
and problems encountered with corrective measures taken by the consortium as a whole are outlined. This document is based on the previously submitted periodic reports D7.5 and D7.6 as well
as the final report on dissemination and exploitation as provided in D6.7.
In VICON for the design of inclusive user interfaces targeting to an aging population with age related impairment a context model was developed capable of supporting the product development
process in the early stage before the realization of prototypes. This approach was specified, designed, implemented and evaluated as a standalone recommender using a Virtual User Model
(VUM) as well as an integrated component to a PLM system. These two tools are open source and
accessible via the project homepage and SourceForge 1.
However this approach is complementing the involvement of real users, thus an opportunity to
minimize the effort of applying more costly and time-consuming techniques in the early design
phase. The benefit for mainstream manufacturers of mobile products such as mobile phones, gadgets, and remote controls is obvious as they would be able to develop their products in an inclusive
manner, making them accessible for users with mild to moderate impairments. A key finding of the
project was that it is vital products remaining attractive for non-impaired users as well.
The main challenge was to seamlessly integrate the context model into the existing product development processes of manufacturing companies by integration into mainstream CAD applications.
This challenge has been tackled by integrating the context model in Siemens NX 7.5 (as representing a widely used CAD application), and by presenting the designer with qualitative and quantitative recommendations based on the specified values in the CAD software. Furthermore the VIRTEX
software has been developed for the evaluation of devices designed using the same recommendations.
A major focus of the project was the evaluation phase, where the designers will have the possibility
to test their recommendation-based product design in a virtual environment through a digital human model, which corresponds to the data of the context model as configured by the designer in
the sketch phase. The VIRTEX system got a digital human model to allow also the evaluation of
visual, hearing and manipulation impairments. The design approach envisages that the output of
the evaluation phase flows back into the preceding phases such as CAD phase and sketch phase. In
this way a continuous update of the context model could be realized.
The demonstration of this mechanism at the end of the second year of the project motivated the
next iteration of the software development process in VICON.
In comprehensive field studies with designers and beneficiaries of the designed products the quality of the data (recommendations, design constraints, user interface components, etc.) in the context model quantitative, accurate data was collected. The developed design framework was evaluated. Quantitative user studies can be integrated more easily and cost-efficiently into the design
process with the VICON Toolbox. In this way designers can improve the early product development. It was found that this approach has the potential to improve the design process under certain conditions of up to 50%. However, the approach cannot substitute real users only reduce the
amount of involvement.
For further information we refer to the project homepage. There are all public deliverables as the
foreground of the project accessible: www.vicon-project.eu.

1

https://sourceforge.net/projects/convic/
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2 Summary description of project context and objectives
The aim of inclusive product design and of the VICON project is to successfully integrate a broad
range of diverse human factors in the product development process with the intention of making
products accessible to and usable by the largest possible group of users.
However, the main barriers for adopting inclusive product design include technical complexity, lack
of time, lack of knowledge and techniques, and lack of guidelines. Although manufacturers of consumer products are nowadays more likely to invest efforts in user studies, consumer products in
general only nominally fulfil, if at all, the accessibility requirements of as many users as they potentially could.
The main reason is that any user-cantered design prototyping or testing aiming to incorporate real
user input, is often done at a rather late stage of the product development process. Thus, the more
progressed a product design has evolved - the more time-consuming and costly it will be to alter
the design. This is increasingly the case for contemporary mobile devices such as mobile phones or
remote controls. The number of functions and features on these products requiring user attention
and interaction has increased significantly. Thus, the impact on end users with mild-to-moderate
physical or sensory impairments is that they often have difficulties when interacting with such kind
of products. These difficulties could be anticipated and avoided if acknowledged earlier in the development process.
Additionally, typical use-cases for interacting with mobile devices include a wide range of environments which they may be used in. The mobile phone in order to cope with these A major challenge
lies in defining an appropriate technique which can secure inclusive design of consumer products
while integrating with existing design tools and frameworks. If this technique is based upon the use
of an “inclusive model”, then there is a need for a well-defined context model which incorporates
all aspects related to the user, the environment and her/his intended interactions. From the research perspective the challenge may be seen as elaborating an advanced context model which is
valid for settings where mobile devices are typically used, and can be consulted for specifying, analysing and evaluating mobile devices such as mobile phones as well as other mobile devices with
similar interaction paradigms.
Addressing these challenges, we explored in VICON the potential of model-based semantic reasoning support for achieving inclusive design of user interfaces of mobile consumer products. A sophisticated context model which is considered and called “Virtual User Model” has been developed for
this purpose, and represents the main contextual aspects of potential user groups – namely their
profiles, tasks and environments. It shall be demonstrated, that through the usage of logical rules
and constraints (which are based upon expert knowledge gained from an observational study), and
semantic reasoning techniques (i.e. semantic reasoning engine), the conceptual design e.g. of a
mobile phone (as representing mobile consumer products) can qualitatively and quantitatively be
supported by providing easy to use add-on modules to common design/development applications.
This was further elaborated in a book chapter on Supporting Inclusive Design of Mobile Devices
with a Context Model [11].
Within VICON a Virtual User Model (VUM) has been proposed and a software framework developed
as the core part of the project. The VICON toolset supports designers during the three development phases for creating a product: these are the sketch phase, the CAD design phase and finally
the ergonomic evaluation of the product design. For each of these separate phases the VICON toolset is designed to provide a separate custom application that can be used as part of their existing
workflow and will support and aid them in the creation of inclusive products. These three applications are connected to the knowledge base server that contains the VUM data / profiles. The data
related to the specific product design process is stored in the VICON Status File (VSF). This VSF file
is very important as it ‘unifies’ the different design phases by connecting each stage of the ‘SketchCAD-Evaluation’ iterations – as they progress.
The software framework is divided into three phases using two different program languages JAVA
and C#. The knowledge base server, which includes all information about the virtual user models,
environments, components, tasks and recommendations, is using an ontology back end and JENA
as an interface.
The sketch design application consists of a front end, which connects with the VICON server by a
socket connection. The input of the user (designer) in this phase consists of a selection of a user
model profile, and a typical environment where the desired product is used and a sample task performed with the product. Based upon this selection, the system can present different recommendations to the designer in order to support them in the draft process.
In the CAD phase user selection and recommendations from the sketch phase can be imported. At
this stage the prototype needs to be annotated by the designer. This ‘annotation stage’ is very
important as it gives the designer the opportunity to granularly define the objects in the virtual
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environment. This enables the system to ‘understand’ that a section of the CAD drawing relates to
a button for example and the various properties that a button may have such as size, or degree of
force needed to press it and so on. This stage is very important as it enables usability recommendations - e.g. recommendations related to functionality issues of a component - to be applied directly to these components.
Finally, the ergonomic evaluation of a product design takes the form of a ‘virtual usage’ simulation.
This simulation is performed in real-time in a virtual 3D environment. This final stage enables the
designer to investigate a wide range of potential usability and accessibility issues. In these virtual
product assessments various environmental aspects such as lighting conditions and the impact of
surrounding physical space can help the designer better understand the products context of use.
These evaluation results can also be stored and used for further iterations within the product design lifecycle.
Prototype descriptions are provided as tutorials that include information on how to install and use
the VICON Software Framework. Please note, in these materials designers and administrators are
referred to as ‘end users’. The material is freely accessible via the projects homepage.
The VICON Software Framework includes the following applications and services:
•
Socket Server: This part of the software is not visible to the end users (designers). It
provides a middle-ware between all applications to the ontology data.
•
Sketch Design Application: This application connects to the socket server and provides
an interface to display different recommendations based on the selections of a user profile,
an environment and a task (Phase 1: Sketch Design Phase)
•
Administrator Software: The administrator software provides different tools to change
and manipulate the ontology itself. It also contains the socket server and sketch design application for test results.
•
CAD Support Modules and Interfaces: The CAD Modules connect to the VICON Socket
Server to provide different support to the end user (designer) while creating a product in
the CAD Software Siemens NX (Phase 2: CAD Design Phase)
•
Virtual Reality Simulation Platform: The virtual reality simulation platform deals with
the evaluation and validation of the 3D product prototype created in phase 2. (Phase 3:
Evaluation Phase)
A software installer is provided to install the backend, sketch design (phase 1), CAD phase
(phase 2) and simulation software (phase 3) parts for a usable configuration of each provided service. During the installation process the user can choose, which parts should be installed and in
case Siemens NX is installed, it also creates the VICON role and all necessary registry values.
The system architecture of the complete VICON system shows Figure 1. Using the implementation
of the complete system two products have been designed: a mobile phone and a washing machine.
The outcomes were virtual prototypes developed with the VICON toolset, specifically during the
first two development phases. In phase 1 the design teams of the industrial partners used the VICON sketch tool and in phase 2 the designers used the VICON annotation tool. The approaches of
both design teams (DORO and ARÇELIK) slightly vary - particularly at the beginning during the
sketch phase - and it is therefore interesting to note at which stages during the phases the VICON
tools were used by the partners and in which design stages own design methods were consulted.
Both DORO and ARÇELIK came up with improved user interfaces for their consumer products which
more likely fulfil the principles of inclusive design when compared to the more classical or common
user interfaces implemented in their products.
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Figure 1: VICON System Architecture
The use of the VUM was evaluated and the VICON software prototype adapted due to these findings. Based upon the experience gained through the development of the VICON reference products
by the industrial partners DORO and ARCELIK, the VICON sketch tool, annotation tool, and evaluation tool have been substantially improved. This refined version of the VICON software has been
evaluated by operating the three design phases through the designers and product developers of
the VICON industrial partners DORO and ARCELIK. Additionally, the feedback of external users
(particularly industrial designers, product developers, and project managers) was captured as far
as possible. The methodologies applied were online and offline questionnaires, combined with telephone interviews. In the first two phases a total number of 15 subjects participated, while for the
third phase where the VIRTEX application has been assessed a total number of 9 subjects were
involved. The feedback of the test subjects regarding the operation of the sketch tool, annotation
tool, and VIRTEX application was collected and evaluated.
The designed consumer products were evaluated with beneficiaries. These were people over 65
years of age who have mild to moderate hearing, vision and/or manual dexterity impairment. Furthermore an evaluation of the products was done by an accessibility expert. Two different categories of products were evaluated: existing user interfaces and emerged user interfaces. A sample of
pre-existing and prototype mobile phones, remote controls and washing machines was tested.
The results of the study has been used to assess if the VICON Virtual User Model can (a) identify
accessibility and usability issues in CAD sketches and designs and (b) lead to the development of
more inclusive user interfaces on consumer products. (see D4.3 and D4.4 for details).
The limits of the concept of the virtual user model were in a further study investigated. To achieve
optimized designs for the selected user group, we identified issues and limitations of the virtual
user model approach according to our experience in VICON. We looked for existing limitations at
the different stages. We further elaborated the relation between the design requirements, the
available technologies and the specific user needs and the standardization aspects discussed in the
VUMS cluster. A virtual evaluation process was conducted with five virtual prototypes and 39 users.
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A comparison of virtual evaluation results and real user evaluation results was conducted (see D5.1
for details).
The impact of VICON to the product development processes of DORO and Arçelik was further analysed. A main finding was that working processes had to be adapted. We analyses the impact of
VICON in these adapted processes. It showed that by changing design processes and using the
VICON tools up to 50% of development cost can be saved (see D5.2 for details).
A socioeconomic study was done on inclusive design, virtual prototyping and the virtual user concept. It has been investigated whether older people with hearing, vision or manual dexterity impairments will purchase and use digital products that are inclusively designed; whether companies
making these products will see a clear business case for inclusive design; and whether these companies are likely to adopt the VICON approach of virtual prototyping and the virtual user concept as
part of their inclusive design processes. The study involved desk research, interviews with designers of digital products, and interviews and focus groups with older people with hearing, vision or
manual dexterity impairments. We conclude that there are significant market drivers for Inclusive
Design which are likely to increase into the future and that although there is some work to be done
to create clear and convincing business cases, the VICON approach to virtual user modelling tools
is likely to contribute to this and therefore likely to be adopted more widely in the future (see D5.3
for details).
We also explored the possible economic impact of VICON in D6.3. We explored the way in which
the tools and technologies of VICON could influence the concerns of consumer product designers
and producers on the one side and the users of these consumer products on the other side. We
conclude that VICON has the potential to affect multiple dimensions of economic life, with different
effects on different actors. Whether the net effect on the single actors would be positive or negative is impossible to predict exactly rather hints can be shown. The exploitation and marketing
strategies were depicted in D6.4 and D6.7.
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3 VICON objectives
“If all products and services could be designed for inclusion, most barriers that physically impaired
citizens confront in our society would be overcome.” [VICON Consortium 2009]
Inspired by this slogan, the challenge of VICON comprises three “How-To” questions (Q):
Q1: How can consumer-oriented companies adapt their existing product portfolios to the needs
of sensory and physically impaired users in a competitive and sustainable manner?
Q2: How can companies in Europe gain a competitive advantage from adopting inclusive design, related to markets characterized by cheap products from Far East?
Q3: How can product developers be empowered during product development to consider the
real-time accessibility needs of physically impaired users, with the aim of securing universal
access to future consumer products?
The needs of people with physical impairments are still not considered sufficiently well when designing user interfaces (UIs) for accessing and interacting with consumer products. Currently available user interfaces and interaction devices rarely fulfil the real-time interaction and accessibility
requirements of users suffering from visual, hearing, and dexterity impairments. Thus it is not uncommon for an individual to have multiple impairments, which is particularly common among older
people. The audience for VICON will be those with mild to moderate age-related impairments
(hearing reduction, macular degeneration, etc.) rather than profound impairments. They can only
fully benefit from consumer products, when UIs incorporate accessible multimodal interaction capabilities providing good usability, and thus possess some degree of context sensitivity. Due to the
complexities of singular and multiple age-related impairments, it is unrealistic for a mainstream
manufacturer to have a detailed understanding of these and design appropriately. Inclusivity at this
level can therefore only come from support from a third party solution to form first party
knowledge.
At the same time “user experience” is a growing industry factor with an increasing number of manufacturers identifying it as a way to improve the quality of their product line. Hence VICON is
aimed at improving the accessibility and inclusivity of consumer products. The focus will be on consumer products (ICT and non-ICT products); these include ”infotainment” devices such as digital
cameras, mobile phones, TV and Radio, as well as white goods such as household appliances
(fridges, cookers, etc.). In VICON we shall focus upon two reference products for ICT and non-ICT
products: mobile phone and one typical white good such as a washing machine. These products are
of particular importance to the quality of life for the majority of the general population, as they are
regarded as essential living and communications aids that save time and effort and allow social
engagement. They are of even greater importance to the elderly or physically impaired in society,
allowing them to stay involved with the outside world, while empowering them with greater independence over a longer period – combating the negative impacts of isolation.
The approach pursued in VICON is to embrace the entire design process of UIs of consumer products, including concept, solution alternatives, product and (particularly) UI specification, virtual
testing and feedback from UI prototypes (with the sensory functionality but without regard to final
product design aesthetics). The process will be enabled through the development in VICON of an
advanced Virtual User Model in a virtual prototyping environment that supports the specification,
building, and evaluation of user interfaces for controlling and interacting with consumer products.
The aim of inclusion is to as far as possible make products universal, with “normal” or “impaired”
users having similar choices of UIs to suit circumstance and preferences. A good example of what
inclusivity means is SatNav systems in cars, which are increasingly integrated with mobile telephones via Bluetooth, with both calls and routes controlled to some degree “hands free” by buttons
on steering wheels and by voice recognition.
The VICON vision was to create and foster a Virtual User Concept for supporting the development process of user interfaces of consumer products!
The Virtual User Concept was based upon the utilization Virtual User Model throughout the entire
development process. Special focus lies on addressing real time interaction/accessibility needs of
user groups suffering from minor to moderate physical impairments. As such, Virtual User Profiles
(a customisable library of virtual people) shall absorb new interaction paradigms in order to secure
real-time access to exemplary consumer products.
In line with the VICON vision statement, from an industrial and scientific research perspective, the
following five tangible lead objectives (OBJ) are pursued for this project:
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OBJ 1: Create a virtual user concept for supporting the development process of consumer products. Create an abstract, concise Virtual User Model, characterized by virtual
user profiles, which address the real-time accessibility needs and environment features of
people with (minor to medium) visual, hearing and dexterity impairments. WHO ICF B230,
B210, B710/730.
OBJ 2: Implement the virtual user concept in a virtual prototyping environment for
supporting the specification, design, and evaluation of consumer products’ UIs.
OBJ 3: Validate the applicability of the Virtual User Concept with two selected consumer
reference products. Two reference products, one representing a white good (non ICT product) the other representing a typical ICT consumer product (mobile phone) shall be developed by the help of the virtual user concept. The idea behind this objective is to realize a
proof-of-concept.
OBJ 4: Investigate the limits of validity of the Virtual User Concept. Illustrate to what
extent product development in virtual environments is possible/feasible without employing
trials with real users. (Recognising that there must normally be physical prototypes) The
focus of this objective will be on the evaluation the virtual user concept implemented in the
virtual laboratory.
OBJ 5: Investigate basic needs of users and the potential of new interaction paradigms. It is to be analysed if the support of natural interaction in consumer products and
their user interfaces can quantitatively provide an added value for users with mild to moderate impairments, which are especially typical for the ageing population. Further, the basic
needs of users in interacting with consumer products shall be thoroughly investigated, and
matched to the interaction capabilities of consumer products. The driver behind this objective can be summarized as UIs are for people, not people for UIs. There will be strong engagement with real users through the Institutes/Associations that are partners and their
network of co-workers.
Beneficiaries:
Participant.
number
1
2
3(6)
4(8)
5(9)
6(10)

Participant name
University of Bremen
Fraunhofer FIT
ARCELIK A.S.
DORO AB
National Council for the Blind of Ireland
The Royal National Institute for Deaf People LBG
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4 Differentiation of VICON outcomes compared to the
state of the art
4.1 VICON Context Modelling Approach
Current context modelling approaches rely on the possibility to create a functional semantic description for implementation of a knowledge base. This is also done in VICON. - One main feature
of the context modelling approach pursued in VICON is characterised by the representation of design recommendations such as indicated in the following example:

“Visual markings on the keys should be characters at least 4 mm high and should have good contrast
with the colour of the key (e.g. white characters on matt black keys)"
The following Table 1 presents an overview of different context modelling approaches according to
Strang and Linnhoff-Popien (2004), regarding an assessment of their functional and non-functional
properties. Here “++” means a complete “+” a partial and “-“ no fulfilment of the property.
Context
Modelling
Approach

Partial
Validation

Level of
formality

Applicability
to existing
environments

Distributed
composition

Richness
and quality
of information

Incompleteness
and ambiguity

Key-Value
Pairs

-

-

+

-

-

-

MarkupScheme
Models

++

+

++

+

-

-

Graphical
Models

-

+

+

-

+

-

Object
Oriented
Models

+

+

+

++

+

+

Logic
based
Models

-

++

-

++

-

-

Ontology
based
Models

++

++

+

++

+

+

Table 1: Overview of Context Modelling Approaches vs. Functional and Non-Functional properties.
Her e is a short explanation of the functional and non-functional properties addresses in the table
above:
•
Partial Validation
Regarding requirements of the VICON project, partial validation focuses on a correct syntactical inference for the purpose to provide accurate data and correct scenarios.
•
Level of formality
The level of formality describes the precision of a context modelling method of contextual
facts and interrelationships between instances and models.
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•

•

•
•

Applicability to existing environments
Applicability represents the possibility to use a knowledge base in other existing applications.
Distributed composition
The distributed composition issue describes how a context modelling approach is able to
work in a distributed computing system.
Richness and quality of information
This issue describes the applicability to compute and describe especially sensorial data.
Incompleteness and ambiguity
Available Information in ubiquitous environments (especially sensorial data) is usually incomplete and / or ambiguous. This issue describes a value of how context modelling approaches are able to work with this data.

Regarding the requirements of the VICON project, partial validation, level of formality and
applicability to existing environments were primarily important. This has been identified in the
work of WP1 and documented in D1.4. Consequently, ontology based models were used in VICON
for the creation of an ontology representing all relevant context aspects.

4.2 Virtual Human Modelling, Digital Human Modelling and Virtual
User Modelling
Virtual human modelling (VHM), (digital human modelling DHM) or VUM (Virtual user Modelling)
reduces the need for the production of real prototypes and can even make it partially obsolete[28].
During the past years, research interest in using digital human modelling for ergonomics purposes
increased significantly [29]. Lamkull et al (2009) [30] performed a comparative analysis on digital
human modelling simulation results and their outcomes in the real world. The results of the study
show that ergonomic digital human modelling tools are useful for providing designs of standing and
unconstrained working postures. The use of virtual humans and simulation in the automotive industry showed also great potential (see VICON deliverable D1.3). Porter et al (1993) [31] presented a summary of applications of digital human models in vehicle ergonomics during the early years
of personal computers. The VICON studies in D5.1 and D5.3 confirmed largely these results in the
context of older users suffering from mild to moderate physical disabilities.
Researchers worked on modelling various body parts, including face [32][33], neck [34], torso
[35], hand [36], and leg [37]. In particular, many researchers [38][39][40][41][42] concentrated
on the biomechanical analysis of the human upper limb. Hingtgen et al (2003) [43] constructed an
upper extremity (UE) model for application in stroke rehabilitation to accurately track the threedimensional orientation of the trunk, shoulder, elbow, and wrist during task performance. Research
has also focused on the lower human body. For example Apkarian (1989)[44] dealt with the modelling of the human lower limbs, and Eng and Winter (1995)[45] presented a three-dimensional
mechanical model of the human body, in order to analyse kinetic features such as joint torques.
Dealing with human gait analysis from a biomechanical perspective, many researchers
[46][47][48][49][50] proposed models that considered the postural stability and balance control of
young and older humans.
VICON has focused on hearing, visual and dexterity disabilities, therefore the main modelling challenge was on the human hand model and the analysis tools for hearing and visual disabilities.
In the area of accessibility a previous case study was presented, the HADRIAN system, based on
the SAMMIE CAD [51], which tried to detect accessibility issues during the interaction between
users and ATM machines. In VICON we have tried to utilise some of the published results of this
project, for that we have got a trial version of it. The evaluation results discovered that the hand
model was not sufficient for VICON purposes in particular for manipulation tasks like that required
for using a mobile phone or a remote control.
Rao et al (1996)[53] used a three-dimensional biomechanical model to determine upper extremity
kinematics of 16 male subjects with low-level paraplegia while performing wheelchair propulsion.
Sapin et al (2008) [52] reported a comparison of the gait patterns of trans-femoral amputees using
a single-axis prosthetic knee that coordinates ankle and knee flexions (Proteor’s Hydracadence1
system) with the gait patterns of patients using other knee joints without a knee–ankle link and the
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gait patterns of individuals with normal gait. Prince et al (1997) [54], reviewed spatio-temporal,
kinematics, kinetics and EMG data as well as the physiological changes associated with gait and
aging. Coluccini et al (2007) [55] assessed and analysed upper limb kinematics of normal and motor impaired children, with the aim to propose a kinematic based framework for the objective assessment of the upper limb, including the evaluation of compensatory movements of both the head
and the trunk. Ouerfelli et al (1999)[56] applied two identification methods to study the kinematics
of head-neck movements of able-bodied as well as neck-injured subjects. As a result, a spatial
three-revolute joint system was employed to model 3D head-neck movements. These are focusing
on other accessibility areas rather than VICON, though we have studied published results of these
projects and used them where possible in VICON.
In other related areas to VICON there are tools and frameworks available, which provide designers
with the means for creating virtual humans with different capabilities and use them for simulation
purposes. DANCE [57], for instance, is an open framework for computer animation research focusing on the development of simulations and dynamic controllers, unlike many other animation systems, which are oriented towards geometric modelling and kinematic animation. SimTk's OpenSim
is also a freely available user extensible software system that lets users develop models of musculoskeletal structures and create dynamic simulations of movement. There are also many tools such
as JACK from Siemens, RAMSIS from Human Solutions, or Santos from University of IOWA. Human
Builder is the virtual user model for CATIA, Enovia and Delmia from Dassault Systems, offering
considerable benefits to designers looking to design for all, as they allow the evaluation of a virtual
prototype using virtual users with specific abilities. We have downloaded free versions of many of
these systems and made trials on how to extend them and utilise them in the context of VICON.
The main effort was put on JACK, where we have bought a license, got the full documentation and
cooperated with developers of the model on open questions. Unfortunately the results of our trails
have shown that the extension of these tools to use them in the context of accessibility for older
and / or disabled persons for the purpose of button manipulation using user’s hands was in the
recent versions not possible for many reasons, mainly because the hand model was not sufficient,
API’s to different CAD system do not exist. Detailed description has been delivered in D1.3 available from the VICON website.
As described above significant effort has been made in physical user modelling, and many tools use
virtual humans for simulation purposes, there is no widely accepted formal way for the description
of the virtual users, being able to also describe users with special needs and functional limitations,
such as the elderly and users with disabilities. VICON has made efforts in this area and the results
of this project are available for further advancement on this field. Table 2 provides an overview of
contemporary modelling tools and their key features.
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AnyBody
x

x

x

MADYMO

x

x

LifeMod

x

x

Tecnomatix/
Jack

x

x

X

X

x

X

Table 2: Overview of Contemporary Modelling Tools and their Key Features.
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VICON is also among the tools listed in the table, thus it becomes obvious that VICON differs from
the other tools in respect that a support throughout the complete product design is offered including the sketch, CAD and evaluation phases, while most of the mentioned tools solely focus upon
the provision of a human model and less on the provision of design recommendations and support
in sketching virtual products. Furthermore, the VUM in VICON incorporates knowledge about users
with mild to moderate impairments, whereas most of the existing tools do not support accessibility
assessment with users who have physical impairments.

4.3 User Involvement in Product Development
One challenge of recent product development is the inclusion of customer-oriented needs in product design addressing as much user groups of population as possible [13]. Existing methods of user
involvement range between „Design for-” and “Design by-” approaches [9].
Kaulio presented a review on selected methods of user involvement and compared 7 different
methods [9]. (1) Quality function deployment [2] describes an analytical approach for first design
phases with involvement of end users by extraction of consumer demands into quality characteristics. (2) User-oriented product development [16] focuses upon the involvement after first prototype generation. (3) Concept testing [15] uses first sketches in an evaluation with customers. (4)
Beta testing [7] refers to prototype evaluation with customers. (5) Customer-idealized design [3]
involves customers by transferring product design into a group exercise. (6) Lead user method [8]
lets single representatives of a target group solve design problems and issues. (7) Participatory
ergonomics [17] involves different groups of product development into the process. Eventually all 7
methods have pros and cons for physical end products, according to the level of involvement (Design for-, with-, and by-) but also to the creativity of design and technological advancement.
VICON focused on the modification of Quality Function Deployment [2] by including recommendations based on customer needs as a framework for designers addressing people with age related
mild to moderate disabilities. We tested this approach using in VICON developed models (a) abstract user model (b) Environment model (c) Task model; and in VICON developed user interfaces
of prototypes of washing machines, mobile phones and TV remote controls as end products.
Designers specify in our approach a typical scenario to obtain suggestions and recommendations
[5][14][11][12] that are extracted from VICON user studies, different other sources as published
user studies or knowledge of designers and standards [1].
To implement a recommendation based approach as done in VICON and to support designers
throughout the design process, context awareness of end users was necessary. User studies were
conducted with disabled and elderly customers of end products to define situations and issues of
the interaction with virtual prototypes. From this, abstract user models with hearing, visual and
manual dexterity disabilities were elicited [11][12]. The attributes (e.g. visual acuity) were used to
define personas, environments and tasks associated to extracted recommendations. Designers may
choose typical scenarios of use for their product by selecting one or more personas, typical environments in which the product should be used and typical tasks performed with the product. Each
selection infers a set of recommendations unified in the result.

4.4 User Adaptive Systems
Generally VICON can be classified as a framework for the generation of User-adaptive systems
[24], which are used in different domains and contexts e.g. ergonomics, simulation, e-commerce,
e-learning, tourism, cultural heritage, digital libraries, etc. A user-adaptive system adapts its contents, structure and interface according to the user features contained in the user model. The user
model typically maintains user properties such as preferences, interests, behaviour, knowledge,
goals and other facts that are deemed relevant for a user-adaptive application [26][27]. The user
model is a key component of an adaptive system. Indeed, the quality of personalized services provided to the user largely depends on the characteristics of the user model, like its accuracy, the
amount of data it stores, whether such data are up to date, etc.
There are many modelling areas and approaches related to the user modelling approach, so e.g.
task modelling and application modelling. Task Models describe how to perform activities to reach
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users' goals. The need for modelling is most acutely felt when the design aims to support system
implementation as well. If there are only informal representations (such as scenarios or paper
mock-ups) available to developers, they would have to make many design decisions on their own,
likely without the necessary background, to obtain a complete interactive system. Task models
represent the intersection between user interface design and more systematic approaches by
providing designers with a means of representing and manipulating an abstraction of activities that
should be performed to reach user goals.
VICON has based its development on the Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) approach, where tasks
are described in terms of three main concepts: tasks, task hierarchy, and plans [58].
The application modelling is multifaceted approach; one can address the topic from different perspectives: architecture design, implementation design or interaction design, part of this research is
the area of Model-Based User Interface design, which aims at identifying high-level models for the
specification and analysis of interactive applications from a semantic perspective (as opposed to
the more traditional syntactic perspective). Under this umbrella, the more interesting approach is
the CAMELEON Unified Reference Framework[10]. Furthermore the SERENOA project, 2 introduced
a semantic container that holds library of algorithms for advanced adaptation logic. This approach
is more suitable for user interface adaptation and yield elements of benefit for simulating systems,
the ustilisation of this approach in simulation systems like VICON has yet to be studied.
VICON focused on the simulation area using virtual user models; such systems are a powerful approach to support engineers and usability experts in the product development process and in ergonomic studies.
The following section provides a differentiation of VICON outcomes compared to related projects in
the area of AAL, inclusive design, and virtual user modelling.

2

http://www.serenoa-fp7.eu/
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5 Differentiation of VICON Outcomes compared to Related Projects
VICON was an active member in the cluster for Virtual User Modelling & Simulation (VUMS) 3. The
cluster was formed by four projects funded by the European Commission under the Theme "FP7ICT-2009.7.2 Accessible and Assistive ICT" and is partly based on the results of the VAALID project
(http://www.vaalid-project.org/). The cluster member projects are:
• GUIDE (Gentle User Interfaces for Disabled and Elderly Citizens, http://www.guideproject.eu/),
• MyUI (Mainstreaming Accessibility through Synergistic User Modelling and Adaptability,
http://www.myui.eu/),
• VICON (Virtual User Concept for Inclusive Design of Consumer Products and User Interfaces, http://www.vicon-project.eu/) and
• VERITAS (Virtual and Augmented Environments and Realistic User Interactions To Achieve
Embedded Accessibility Designs, http://veritas-project.eu/).
The main difference between VICON, VERITAS, GUIDE, MyUI, and VAALID is shown in the following
Table 3:
VUMS
cluster
project
VICON

MyUI

GUIDE

VERITAS

3

Main objective

Product
Focus

End Users

Beneficiaries

Design
Phase

Support designers by offering
qualitative and
quantitative design recommendations for user
interfaces of consumer products
in the early product developments
phases; Developing a virtual simulation environment for evaluation of virtual
prototypes with
virtual user models.
Creation of software adaptive
user interface
with respect to
end user impairments.
Development of a
software framework for designers to create
adaptive TV interfaces for elderly people.
Support designers in product
development by
a complex simulation framework
including end
user impairments

Hardware
UIs (User
Interfaces
of Consumer
Products)

Designers

Users with mild to moderate physical impairments.

Sketch
phase, CAD,
phase, and
evaluation
phase

Adaptive
Software
UIs

Beneficiaries
with physical impairments

Elderly

Software
development

Adaptive
Software
UIs

Designers

Elderly

Software
development

Software
UIs

Designers

Physical, cognitive and
behavioural/psychological
impaired users

Evaluation
Phase

http://www.veritas-project.eu/vums/
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VAALID 4

Creation of new
tools and methods that facilitate
and streamline
the process of
creation, design,
construction and
deployment of
technological
solutions in the
context of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL).

Software
UIs

Designers

Senior Citizens

Evaluation
Phase

Table 3: VUMS Cluster projects – main objectives, product focus, end users, beneficiaries, design phase
Another related project in this area is the GLOBAL PUBLIC INCLUSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
(CLOUD4ALL & GPII) 5, this project differs from the VUMS cluster projects in many aspects as it is
not based on traditional user modelling techniques but rather on so called user preferences, which
has to be identified for each device and context, and proposes the usage of cloud based repositories, which may raise serious privacy issues.
VICON has in common with these projects the broad idea of utilizing user models for inclusive design by the adaptation of user interfaces to user needs. The following statements provide a clearer
overview upon the differentiation of VICON outcomes compared to the approaches applied within
the mentioned projects in the area of inclusive design.
VICON focused rather than the other projects on older users with mild to moderate physical disabilities and on hardware interfaces of products like mobile phones and washing machines. Furthermore VICON differs from the other projects in the used methodologies for user studies, user modelling approach, environment modelling, task modelling and technical approaches as e.g. the usage
of semantic web ontologies and repositories for the creation of models rather than declarative approaches using XML repositories used e.g. in the VERITAS project.
For the building and evaluation of software interfaces the approaches and methodologies differ
from those for building and evaluation of hardware user interfaces e.g. a website (user interface) is
represented internally either by DOM or SAX model 6 accessed by a crawler, where a hardware prototype is represented by a CAD model and uses propriety API’s for access of elements.
VICON has used a novel recommendation driven approach to guide the designers at the different
stages of the design process, while the mentioned projects primarily generated software code
which was implemented to the envisaged user interface.
The next section of the final report outlines a description of the main S&T results and Foregrounds.

4

The VAALID project was not an official member of the VUMS cluster. Due to a close relation to the area of
research when compared to the VUMS cluster projects, the project has been also included in this list.

5
6

http://gpii.net/Cloud4all
http://www.w3.org/DOM/
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6 Description of the main S&T results/foregrounds
The section first describes the VICON approach in the context of the VUMS cluster. The concept of
the project as finally implemented is described. Following the workpackage structure the main S&T
results and foregrounds (Innovations/Achievements and encountered problems) are summarized.
In the following chapter the main lessons learnt, innovations and benefits of VICON with resulting
open research questions are outlined.

6.1 VICON as part of the VUMS cluster
VICON participated in all telephone conferences and work meetings 7 of the cluster and contributed
to all activities by initiating and organising events:
• First Pan-European VERITAS Workshop and User Forum 29 November 2010, Prague, Czech
Republic – VUMS clustering meeting 8
• The workshop “Accessibility Engineering with User Models, Simulation and VR” - organized
in the context of the 2011 Joint Virtual Reality Conference on 21 September 2011, Nottingham UK 9
• VUMS round table at the Concertation event with FP7 or related projects on accessibility
30.11.2011
• VUMS workshop and the Special Thematic Session at the ICCHP 2012 in Linz Austria 10
• VICON workshop: Research for Independent Ageing User modelling and context-sensitive
services 11 - 26.04.2013 in Bonn Germany
• Standardisation activity by W3C, WAI – User Modelling for Accessibility online symposium
15.07.2013 organised by VICON, where the projects VICON, GUIDE and VERITAS provided
contributions 12
Furthermore VICON has contributed to documents and deliverables of the VUMS cluster:
• A proposed standard for interoperable user models (White Paper) version 1.3 13
• Integrated VUMS user model: Variables and descriptions 14
• VUMS glossary of terms 15
• Deliverable D1.6.4 – VERITAS: User Model Interoperability Requirements 16
• VUMS Proceedings of standardisation workshops 1,2,3 and 4- VERITAS deliverables
D4.5.4a, D4.5.4b, D4.5.4c and D4.5.4d
• Deliverable D6.4 - MyUI: Mainstreaming Accessibility through Synergistic User Modelling
and Adaptability 17
• Deliverable D6.5- MyUI: Mainstreaming Accessibility through Synergistic User Modelling
and Adaptability 18
The VUMS cluster organised an Ethics Task Force, here telcos were held throughout the project,
allowing the Ethical Issues Managers to share experiences and knowledge relating to ethical issues
for their respective projects.
The Ethical Issues Managers shared templates, such as informed consent forms and Memorandums of Understanding between researchers and beneficiaries.
A VUMS Cluster meeting and workshop took place in November 2010 in Prague and was
hosted by VERITAS. Ethics issues were addressed at both the cluster meeting and the
workshop.
The VICON Ethical Issues Manager contributed, on behalf of VICON, to the VERITAS deliverable D4.1.4 Ethics Manual 19 and to Guide D7.6 Ethical Issues Watch.
7

http://veritas-project.eu/2011/09/4th-vums-cluster-meeting-in-nottingham-uk/
http://veritas-project.eu/2010/09/1st-pan-european-veritas-user-forum-and-workshop-to-take-place-on-28-29november-2010-in-prague/
9
http://veritas-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Standardisation-of-user-models.pdf
10
http://www.icchp.org/node/349
11
http://vicon-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/20130313_Agenda_en1.pdf
12
http://www.w3.org/WAI/RD/2013/user-modeling/
13
http://vicon-project.eu/download/
14
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AnAwpf4jk8LSdDd3TEJWLUtmN290YzVfTkNvcHYyMUE&authkey=CPOO6
5oE#gid=1
15
http://www.veritas-project.eu/vums/?page_id=64
16
http://veritas-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/VERITAS_ReviewRelevantStandards_Methodology_v10.doc
17
http://www.iao.fraunhofer.de/lang-de/images/downloadbereich/400/vums-interim-report.pdf
18
http://www.myui.eu/deliverables/MyUI-D6-5_VUMS-FinalStandardisationReport.pdf
8
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-

The Ethics Task Force of the VUMS Cluster was represented at the Congress of the Gerontology and Geriatrics Spanish Society on 12th of June 2012. An abstract and poster were
prepared, to which the VICON Ethical Issues Manager contributed.

6.2 The implemented concept
VICON has used in the context of the VUMS cluster a novel recommendation driven approach to
guide the designers at the different stages of the design process. Kaulio presented a review on
selected methods of user involvement and compared 7 different methods[9]:
(1) Quality function deployment[2] describes an analytical approach for first design phases
with involvement of end users by extraction of consumer demands into quality characteristics.
(2) User-oriented product development[16] focuses upon the involvement after first prototype generation.
(3) Concept testing [15] uses first sketches in an evaluation with customers.
(4) Beta testing [8] refers to prototype evaluation with customers.
(5) Customer-idealized design [4] involves customers by transferring product design into a
group exercise.
(6) Lead user method [9] lets single representatives of a target group solve design problems and issues.
(7) Participatory ergonomics [17] involves different groups of product development into the
process. Eventually all 7 methods have pros and cons for physical end products, according
to the level of involvement (Design for-, with-, and by-) but also to the creativity of design
and technological advancement.
To implement a recommendation based approach as done in VICON and to support designers
throughout the design process, context awareness of end users was necessary. User studies were
conducted with disabled and elderly customers of end products to define situations and issues of
the interaction with virtual prototypes. From this, abstract user models with hearing, visual and
manual dexterity disabilities were elicited [11][12]. The attributes (e.g. visual acuity) were used to
define personas, environments and tasks associated to extracted recommendations. Designers may
choose typical scenarios of use for their product by selecting one or more personas, typical environments in which the product should be used and typical tasks performed with the product. Each
selection infers a set of recommendations unified in the result. The Recommender was implemented for the first design phase of product development (Sketch phase) as a standalone tool as presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Output of recommendations (right) based on scenario selection (left) in the sketch design tool
19

http://veritas-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/VERITAS_D4.1.4_final.pdf
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Figure 3: Integrated module in Siemens NX

Figure 4: Virtual user testing a virtual prototype
For the next phase of CAD design the recommender was implemented as an integrated module of
the PLM software Siemens NX (see Figure 3). Designers get in this phase recommendations for
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their previous scenario selection but also a set of recommendations inferred from a semantic annotation of virtual objects.
In the last recommender supported stage designers can test the virtual prototype in a virtual environment with avatars of the persona (see Figure 4). The avatar executes the tasks of the selected
scenario. The result is an output of issues of the designed product.
The application of the approach in a complete product development process aims to manipulate
and extend the method of quality function deployment for a more specialized and iterative solution.
Designers get recommendations for more accurate and a context aware customer product before
any prototype has been produced.
VICON addresses designers as the end users of the software. In the VICON project the usual product development process of products for elderly people was studied for improvements in terms of
efficiency and contextual awareness of customers but also for any other possible user group of
customers. The framework has to be included without hindrance to designers. As design is a creative process, it must not restrain capabilities. Also the validity of each model, especially regarding
user model and recommendations must be approached.
The user studies with end users of products (beneficiaries) resulted in the ontology, including preferences and abstract attributes (see http://vicon-project.eu/download/). Single representative
individuals (Personas) were implemented to define end users for different scenarios.
In addition, rules were implemented to infer all individual representatives into impairment groups.
For instance the rule:
“greaterThan (?hearing500hz, 20), greaterThan (?hearing1khz, 25), greaterThan (?hearing2khz,30), greaterThan (?hearing4khz,40), greaterThan (?backgroundnoise,100) -> (?x rdf:type
Vicon:HProfile1)”
uses different parameters of user models to define single personas as members of the group
“HProfile1” which is the group of mild visual impaired customers.
Regarding the user studies with designers, the majority of participants in a designer study used
quality function deployment as their standard method for customer involvement during product
development process (29.4%). Concept testing was used by 20.6% and Beta testing by 17.6%.
Regarding the framework we got mainly positive feedback and remarks for improvements. The
evaluation on customer side was conducted using mock-ups of washing machine panels, mobile
phones and TV remote controls. A comparison between existing user interfaces and emerged user
interfaces was used to identify problematic issues. Regarding mobile phones the feedback was positive due to changes such as bigger buttons. For washing machine panels one issue was solved
regarding more spacing between buttons, but this resulted in a smaller knob due to less available
space as drawback.
The feedback from the studies with designers and beneficiaries of products was integrated into the
framework. Due to feedback of designers, especially usability of the software was improved. Also,
as stated in the results of the benficiary studies, the format and content of each recommendation
has been improved significantly for more content including pictures with examples explaining issues more purposefully.
In the following a description is provided of the first five work packages and respective deliverables, most of which are public, and the achievements. To provide a full insight into the project also
problems encountered with its corrective measures are described in detail. The dissemination and
exploitation activities concerning the work package six are described in an extra chapter further
down.

6.3 WP 1 – Scientific and Technical Foundation
Start month 1; end month 17; Lead: RNID
Deliverables
D1.1 End user and environment field study; (RNID)
D1.2 Survey of Design Frameworks and Tools; (FIT)
D1.3 Virtual users in a human-centred design process - a critical review; (UoB)
D1.4 Functional and system requirements dossier; 8 (UoB)
The objective of this WP was laying the scientific and technical foundation of the project: Virtual
user approaches for design purposes were explored, especially regarding their suitability for ICT
and non-ICT product design. Existing design frameworks and tools were analysed and evaluated
with the aim of identifying appropriate tools for integration in the virtual laboratory under WP3. The
beneficiaries’ and end users’ needs regarding consumer products and the design of those were
further analysed.
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6.3.1 Achievements / innovations
In task 1.1 existing virtual user approaches and their applicability in product design were explored
analysing the state of the art and beyond. Past and current practices with the use of virtual users
were analysed in order to base the VICON approach on these experiences and derive an improved
methodology. A thorough study of literature of virtual user approaches, including critical discussion
of the Personas approach and different virtual user approaches was done. To provide a strong basis
for the final assessment of the approach we started with one virtual user model representing a
“normal” user who had no physical impairments. Thus we defined our approach before modelling
all the target user groups as Personas. As a reference model these personas can be used to illustrate more easily, how different users with impairments behave and interact with a designed product. The virtual user models as a whole are created in a hierarchical way, with Personas as representatives of the target group, models of the environment and the interaction as tasks to be performed with the devices. This approach can now along with VICON also compliment traditional
methods, such as scenario-based analysis allowing the comparison with the VR-based method. Our
aim was to get a strong sense of the validity of the user model, i.e. the match between model and
reality. Its capability to predict the user behaviour correctly is to be explored in the context of WP5.
There the flexibility of the virtual user modelling must be verified, i.e. the capability to apply the
model during all phases of the design process and apply it to very different ideas including innovative features. First evaluation criteria and methods for task 5.2 were suggested. All this is documented in D1.3 that was resubmitted in an improved version based on the recommendations of the
first years review with the previous management report D7.4.
In task 1.2 we analysed the existing design frameworks and tools that can be applied for the development of ICT and non-ICT products including hardware and software UIs. These frameworks
were qualitatively compared, and evaluated according to predefined criteria. The suitability of these
frameworks was checked for possible interweaving with virtual user concepts. The approach followed three steps:
•
Identification: Existing tools and frameworks for the virtual design and validation of ICT
and non-ICT products and UIs were identified and selected.
•
Analysis: Selected tools and frameworks were characterized and compared to one another
in order to investigate to what extent these tools integrate/or have the potential of integrating with virtual user concepts.
•
Evaluation: An evaluation of the tools and frameworks took place resulting in a systematic
categorization of these tools and frameworks.
All this is documented in D1.2 that was already delivered during the first year of the project and
approved during the first year review.
In task 1.3 we analysed the beneficiary’s needs and did an environment field study primarily focusing on investigating the needs of our selected beneficiaries in order to assess the accessibility and
usability of selected consumer products. We focused upon two types of users. Some had only a
single minor physical impairment such as a visual impairment, or an auditory impairment, or dexterity impairment. However, usually elderly users have several age related impairments.
The core activity of this task was to analyse the effect these impairments have on a user’s ability to
complete a task. The study was focused on the effect of common combinations of impairments, as
they have been relatively over looked in this field. The primary research involved field research
(questionnaires, interviews, etc.) and field studies, where test subjects were observed interacting
with the products in their domestic environment. This task was supported by some of the associated organizations. Field studies following the method of “ethnographic studies” served to gain deep
insight into the way users with impairments manage to use consumer products (e.g. household
equipment or consumer electronics) and what challenges they face in the interaction with various
software and hardware interfaces.
All this is documented in D1.1.
In task 1.4 the functional and system requirements were defined as technical requirements of the
VICON virtual lab. The result identifying all functional and system requirements is documented in
D1.4.
In Task1.3 deliverable D1.1 two groups were defined in the Description of Work (DoW) as:
•
Users with a single minor developed physical impairment such as visual impairment, auditory impairment, dexterity impairment.
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Elderly users with age related impairments – usually a combination of mild to moderate
impairments mentioned above. These can also be referred to as multiple sensory impairments.
The levels of impairment severity covered by this research were mild to moderate (as opposed to
severe or profound) and these were determined for each participant during the research process.
The three forms of impairment were visual, hearing and manual dexterity. These impairments were
chosen because of the commonality of the afflictions, the effect it has on using consumer products
(touch, sight and hearing, are the primary senses used when interacting with an inanimate object)
and the partners involved in the project (RNID are experts in hearing loss, NCBI are experts in
visual loss). The consumer products to be investigated in detail were washing machines and mobile
phones. These are the two reference products that were considered and re-designed using the VICON tools. The research has involved carrying out detailed ethnographical studies of the participants in their own home, or other typically used environments. The most important aspects of this
research was identifying key problem areas, looking for commonality within and between impairment groups and differing products, and presenting this information in an accurate but accessible
and usable format. This kind of study was good for the elicitation of user characteristics, preferences and issues using a product category. These acquired data were used successfully for the
creation of the user profiles, virtual environments and detailed task descriptions. The data was as
well very useful for the later comparison between virtual users and real users’ performance and
issues encountered during the usage of a specific product category.
Later in this task a combination of desk and field research was carried out to identify the requirements of the end users of the VICON system: i.e. Designers. A review was carried out of existing
literature and relevant deliverables from European Projects. Interviews were conducted with designers from the VICON Industry Partners and from external design companies. In order to describe a set of designers’ user requirements for the VICON tools, three activities were carried out:
•
A review of research into designers’ requirements for tools to support inclusive design.
•
Interviews with designers from the VICON industrial partners.
•
Interviews with designers from external product design companies.
The three completed activities revealed a very large number of potential requirements and showed
that these requirements vary between designers, design tasks and product types. The combination
of these activities was sufficient to elicit the main concerns of designers on usability, efficiency and
flexibility of inclusive design tools.
In Task 1.1, D1.3 we have gathered information about the state of the art of platforms used in CAD
(Computer Aided Design) and PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) systems. In the area of accessibility only one case study was identified, which is the HADRIAN system based on the SAMMIE
CAD [18], which tried to detect accessibility issues during the interaction between users and ATM
machines. VICON used a trial version of this system to elaborate on the possibility of using it as a
foundation for the VICON project, unfortunately extensibility and licensing issues led to the conclusion to look for something different or develop a specific VICON platform. Virtual user systems for
the purpose of evaluation of product and workplace design are based upon anthropometry, joint
range of motion, description and appearance of the virtual user, which are customised to meet the
requirements of the task at hand.
Virtual user models (Digital human models) are as mentioned above already established tools in
many companies for limited and specific analysis of tasks in product design or in process design
and development. We have in total described 15 platforms, all of them provide a simulation of the
human body, but the sophistication level was different. One of the main deficiencies was the availability of a hand model for the simulation of grasp and manipulation of objects. The Jack model 20,
Human builder model of CATIA 21 and the Santos model 22 provide some kind of hand models. The
majority of the surveyed platforms focus on fit and reach simulation especially in cars and airplanes. 14 out of the 15 surveyed platforms allow the import of CAD models of objects in their
virtual spaces in order to conduct analysis procedures. AnyBody 23 and the Santos platforms provide
musculoskeletal and vital features of the human body. The majority of the platforms provide ergonomic analysis tools, many tools are provided by Jack, Human builder model of CATIA, the Santos
and SAMMIE CAD. These models and analysis tools are proprietary and do not provide externals as
the VICON project with extension API’s or open source code. They were as well from another perspective not useful in the context of VICON, as their user databases mainly contain data only from
the average user age of 18 – 55 years, where the target user group of VICON is 60+ years of age
•

20

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/tecnomatix
http://www.3ds.com/products-services/delmia/solutions/human-modeling/overview/#vid1
22
http://www.santoshumaninc.com/
23
http://www.anybodytech.com/
21
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people. In general a lot of trials were made as well with the Jack system and extensive exchange
with Jack’s Siemens developers was pursued.

6.3.2 Problems encountered and corrective measures:
The deliverable D1.1 needed to be extended with a comprehensive description of the product development processes used by the industrial partners Arçelik (CMMI Level 3 based) and Doro. However, this extension did not yet provide any answers to the expectations or needs of designers for
inclusive design.
This was already a problematic issue and caused many discussions among the partners due to recommendation of the first year’s review as task 1.3, and thus the partners first interpreted the D1.1
as solely dedicated to interviews with the beneficiaries.
However, with an extension of D1.1 we promptly resolved the issue with the following content:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviews with designers done in the context of task 1.4 (D1.4) and task 1.2 (D1.2)
Minutes of several meetings and interviews with the designers from ARÇELIK and DORO in
Malmo and Istanbul
Findings from the VAALID deliverable
D1.1 literature studied in preparing the DoW
Publication of VICON findings
New conducted interviews with designers from ARÇELIK and DORO as well from external
designers

6.4 WP 2 – User Requirements Analysis
Start month 7; end month 17; Lead: UoB
Deliverables
D2.1 Virtual User Model (preliminary release); (UoB)
D2.2 Virtual User Model (final release); (UoB)
In WP2 we developed the Virtual User Model. This Virtual User Model takes advantage of modelbased approaches that are well known from the software development domain. It supports the
development process of consumer products and their corresponding user interfaces. It is based
upon a formal model core, user models, information models, context models and user interface
models.
The Virtual User Model is composed of comprehensive partial models, representing human, task
and environmental characteristics for physically impaired beneficiaries.
The modelling of virtual users was based on empirical studies gained out of task 1.3 and includes
the description of procedures required for validating the virtual user model with beneficiaries.
The three tasks of this work package were dedicated to the human characteristics (task 2.1), environmental characteristics (task 2.2), and their relationship with each other (task 2.3). In task 2.4
we took the results from the previous tasks to build up the Virtual User Model.
The concept of user modelling has been explored in many different fields like ergonomics, psychology, pedagogy and computer science. However, it still lacks a holistic approach. Psychological
models often need a lot of parameter tuning reducing their use by non-experts [19] while ergonomic models often miss to model cognition [20]. Carmagnola and colleagues [21] presented a
comprehensive literature survey on web based user models but completely missed out user models
in human computer interaction [22]. The focus in VICON is on developing user models for older
people who have age-related (mild to moderate) physical impairments (age-related hearing loss,
macular degeneration, etc) rather than those with profound impairments. This group of people
does not require ‘special’ assistive devices but mainstream consumer products. However they fully
benefit from consumer products, when their UIs incorporate accessible multimodal interaction capabilities providing good usability. A full survey of existing user models and how the VICON model
is related to them has been reported in the VUMS cluster report VERITAS D1.6.4 24 and in MyUI
Interim Report on VUMS cluster standardisation 25

24
25

http://veritas-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/VERITAS_ReviewRelevantStandards_Methodology_v10.doc
http://wiki.iao.fraunhofer.de/images/studien/vums-interim-report.pdf
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The main intentional limitation of the VICON’s virtual user model is that it doesn’t cover cognitive
usage aspects, but focuses entirely on physical interactions. The VICON VUM was incorporated into
the VUMS cluster VUM, which is published in a white paper 26 and as a google doc 27.
Alongside the state-of-the-art human modelling mentioned above the development of the VUM is
based upon the results of the Task 1.3 described in D1.1 [5] and Task1.1 described in D1.3 [12].

6.4.1 Achievements / Innovations
In task 2.1 we defined the user-specific profiles and interaction patterns representing the human
element of the Virtual User Model. Typical situations that may occur to physically impaired users in
their daily environment were used to naturally form an important part of the Virtual User Model.
The model is valid for four user groups which all have mild to moderate impairments.
The Virtual User Model is on an abstract level a semantic representation. The user-specific profiles
and interactions were broken down into users, tasks, and interactions. The identity and potential
roles of users in their daily activities were modelled, their preferences, such as regarding reactions
with products, and their type of impairment. Daily activities significant for understanding the limitations and typical behaviour of impaired users were further specified including: primary tasks,
secondary tasks, and social tasks. Activities and their related actions (and inactions), which were
specific to the different types of impairments, were defined including: implicit, non-implicit, and
social interactions. All the definitions and specifications were elaborated by the experts from RNID
and NCBI, who fully understand the needs and requirements of people with visual and hearing as
well as age related dexterity impairments. To further understand the needs of elderly users other
expertise were referenced, such as homes for the elderly experts.
In task 2.2 we defined the abstract representation of the beneficiary’s environments as a complementary part of the Virtual User Model describing elements of the beneficiary’s environment. The
environmental elements include definitions and specifications of the infrastructure, objects and
interfaces. The existing infrastructure of the beneficiary’s environment was taken into account with
physical conditions such as light conditions, noise, etc. which may impact the beneficiaries’ interactions. Physical and virtual objects were considered within the beneficiaries’ environment, distinguishing between mobile and stationary objects. The interfaces of the environment are assumed all
to be directly or indirectly used by the beneficiaries, or at least relevant to their tasks and interactions. The results of this task were documented in D2.1 and later D2.2.
In task 2.3 we mapped the human and environment elements. This was used to apply formal rules
to a realistic specification and virtual model of the consumer product and UI. This was used to
elaborate the hardware and software features of a required UI. In this task we dealt with the relationship between the human and environmental elements of the Virtual User Model. We defined a
logical framework of rules based upon well-defined constraints, so that relations between contextual elements of the Virtual User Model can be described through modelling. We defined the necessary requirements for realizing a framework of constraints allowing knowledge acquisition simply
through reconfiguration. The results of this task were documented in D2.1 and later D2.2.
In task 2.4 we elaborated a Context Reference Model as the main requirement for an automatic
analysis to be performed in the virtual laboratory in WP3. This task utilized the results of task 2.12.3 and integrates them to a Context Reference Model documented in D2.1 and finally D2.2.
The results were documented in D2.1 and D2.2. The deliverable 2.2 describes the concept and
structure of the VICON Virtual User Model VUM used during the Sketch, Design (CAD) and Evaluation phases, and describes characteristics and behaviours of the beneficiaries, tasks and interactions of the beneficiaries with the designed product in the environment. It includes 5 sub-models
for this (User Model, Component Model, Recommendation Model, Environment Model and Task
Model).
The analysis of all involved entities and attributes resulted in VICON in a virtual user concept that
incorporates a knowledge base for storing the VUM data composed of five partial models:
•
User
26
27

http://vicon-project.eu/download/

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AnAwpf4jk8LSdDd3TEJWLUtmN290YzVfTkNvcHYyMUE&authkey=CPOO65
oE#gid=1
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•
Environment
•
Task
•
Component
•
Recommendations
Each of these models provides a piece of context knowledge combined into the VUM which encapsulates the entire usage context. The VUM is used as a context representation during the entire
development workflow to provide designers with a meaningful support for creating accessible consumer products.
The usual design workflow has been studied in the course of conceptualization of the VUM. It has
been identified as an iterative process composed of the three design phases per iteration:
(1) Sketch,
(2) CAD design,
(3) Evaluation.
The roles and responsibilities of the VUM vary depending on the design phase it aims to support:
At the sketch stage the VUM identifies a set of design recommendations for a specified usage context. In the CAD design phase the VUM provides data for presentation of design templates and
calculation of interactive suggestions. During the evaluation it is used for configuring a 3d scene
according to a given usage context and conducting task analysis.
The VUM has been realized in the form of an ontology. The OWL ontology language and JENA ontology framework have been used for the implementation. The five sub-models of the VUM are
represented by five OWL classes respectively. For the interpretation of inquiries – e.g. selection of
certain model instances, like user profiles or environments, in order to get a set of the recommendations – a generic rule reasoned is used. The reasoning process comprises five inferences transforming the VUM from an initial model to a final one. In addition to the initially existing knowledge
encapsulated by the five ontology classes, this final model contains new class instances for target
user groups, environments etc. and their semantic relationships represented by assignment of recommendations. The models and recommendations are available at source forge 28 and on the VICON website.
This approach allows for logic-based knowledge representation and classification as well as for semantic reasoning of stored information. The reasoning procedure modifies the existing knowledge
base and answers queries over its classes and instances according to specific rules.
The classification as well as the interpretation has been realized according to the findings of the
beneficiary studies and their further evaluation.
Even though the current VUM approach is encouraging, there is potential for improvement and
further research. In particular the accuracy of the real world approximation by VUM can be improved. As presented in this document the current VUM provides quite abstract qualitative description of the real world, which in particular doesn't allow for more or less precise quantitative analysis. To be able to model certain usage aspects more precisely, there is a need for further comprehensive and focused studies, which could be done in the future.

6.4.2 Problems encountered and corrective measures taken
None.

6.5 WP 3 – Implementation of Virtual User Model
Start month 9; end month 22; Lead: FIT
Deliverables
D3.1 System architecture and interface specification; (UoB)
D3.2 First prototype of the virtual user modelling software framework, (FIT)
D3.3 Second prototype of the virtual user modelling software framework, (FIT)
D3.4 Final prototype of the virtual user modelling software framework, (FIT)
The general aim of this WP was the implementation of the Virtual User Model as a Virtual Laboratory. The intention behind this approach is to provide a usable framework for the end user (product
developer) in order to validate and evaluate the Virtual User Concept with realistic reference products.
The outcome of this WP was:
•
The analysis of existing user & device profiles frameworks and vocabularies. These are
based upon semantic web technologies that are suitable for extension.
28

https://sourceforge.net/projects/convic/
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The analysis of requirements for the extension and inclusion of context awareness within
virtual user and device profiles.
The overall architecture of the VICON framework was designed and described in D3.1 based on the
input from WP1 and WP2 especially D2.1 and D2.2. The architecture aims to cover all design phases identified in the interviews and discussions with designers (Sketch phase, Design phase and
evaluation phase) reported in WP1 (D1.1, D1.2, D1.3 and D1.4). So the consortium developed a
single interconnected framework with three interfaces to support the designer during the entire
design process from the idea finding until the delivery of the design to the engineering (production)
phase.
•
The first interface (sketch phase) covers the idea finding phase where the designer can get
recommendations on what to consider at this stage based on specifications about a virtual
user, an environment, a set of tasks and a target device.
•
The second interface (design phase) covers the CAD design phase where the designer uses
a CAD system to create the device blue print. In this phase the designer is able to access
the recommendations he already received in the sketch phase or modify/create new specifications to get recommendations according to the final specifications he makes.
•
The third interface (evaluation phase) covers the post CAD phase. Here the designer is
provided with a virtual environment where he can import his created CAD design from the
design phase and the specifications about the virtual user, set of tasks and environment.
Here the designer can conduct evaluations where he can watch in the virtual environment
how the virtual user conducts the tasks interacting with the target device in the specified
environment. VICON visually displays any violation of recommendations according to the
abilities of the virtual user. The virtual simulation is based on the EX3P system provided by
Fraunhofer FIT and extended for the specific purposes of VICON into the VIRTEX system as
described in D3.4.
•

6.5.1 Achievements / Innovations
In task 3.1 the System Architecture and Interface Specification focused on the design of the system architecture and an interface specification. It has been designed and specified according to the
findings in WP1 especially the recommendations, user characteristics, environment descriptions
and task model and the virtual user model designed and specified in WP2. This architecture comprises the VICON framework that contains the three components and their interfaces (sketch
phase, design phase and evaluation) as well as interfaces to external tools. The architecture has
been implemented, extended and refined in an iterative process with the results of T3.2 and T3.3.
Task 3.2 is the Implementation of the Virtual User Model in a phase-based architecture focussing
on the implementation of the architecture defined in Task 3.1, including the VICON tool-set, the
VUM and VIRTEX. This implementation makes use of state-of-the-art technologies and addresses
the requirements emerging from WP1 (beneficiary characteristics and designers’ needs, environment models and task models) and WP2 (virtual user models). The resulting framework has been
extended and refined in an iterative process with the results of T3.1 and T3.3, the different user
evaluations and the integration process with the different prototypes. Task 3.3 is the system integration as a virtual laboratory. It is a coordination task with WP4 to support the integration of the
VICON modules with the two concrete product design and production processes at the industrial
partners.
The deliverable D3.1 describes the VICON architecture and the interfaces to external tools. It was
submitted for the second year review and is resubmitted taking the recommendations of the review
into account. In particular, the Tasks and Recommendation Parameter tables have been completed
and parameter tables in the sections describing the CAD and Evaluation phases have been included. Several sections of the document have been extended and corrected. The Parameter table for
the Components sub-model was included. The document is now addressing first the conceptual
architecture and then its implementation.
The deliverable D3.4 is the final version of a document (D3.2 and D3.3 as earlier versions of D3.4)
describing the prototypes of the different parts of the VICON software framework and the related
tutorials.
It provides descriptions of prototypes and corresponding tutorials. Prototypes are shown in the
document with screen shots. The System Architecture diagram matches the textual descriptions of
the document. The Administrator Software is clearly positioned (see Figure 5). The Sketch Design
application does also appear in the diagram and a web interface for the publication as a web application for the community has been prepared and was provided for online access. The diagram
shows the exploitable VICON products ConVic, VIST and VIRTEX. It should be clear from the diagram which parts of the System Architecture belong to the aforementioned products. The deliverable had been reworked to become a comprehensive description of the different prototypes of the
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VICON Software Framework. The System Architecture diagram had been extended and it includes
more elaborate descriptions and screenshots of each part of the VICON framework. It as well provides examples (based on a few well-chosen use cases) of how end users will interact with the
VICON framework throughout such use cases, highlighting the coupling between the VICON
framework modules. Attention has been paid not to duplicate information provided in other deliverables (e.g., architecture).

Figure 5: VICON services divided into frontend, backend and middleware
In accordance with the proposed VICON Virtual User Model (VUM) a software framework prototype
has been developed as a core part of the project.
The VICON toolset intends to support designers during the three development phases when creating a product: these are the sketch phase, the CAD design phase and finally the ergonomic evaluation of the product design. For each of these separate phases the VICON toolset is designed to
provide a separate custom application that can be used as part of the existing workflow and will
support and aid in the creation of inclusive products. These three applications are connected to the
knowledge base server that contains the VUM data / profiles. The data related to the specific product design process is stored in the VICON Status File (VSF). This VSF file is very important as it
‘unifies’ the different design phases by connecting each stage of the ‘Sketch-CAD-Evaluation’ iterations – as they progress.
The software framework is divided into three phases using two different program languages JAVA
and C#. The knowledge base server, which includes all information about the virtual user models,
environments, components, tasks and recommendations is using an ontology back end (see
JENA as an interface[23]).
The sketch design application consists of a front end, which connects with the VICON server by a
socket connection. The input of the user (designer) in this phase consists of a selection of a user
model profile, and a typical environment where the desired product is used and a sample task performed with the product. - Based upon this selection, the system can present different recommendations to the designer in order to support them in the draft process.
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In the CAD phase user selection and recommendations from the sketch phase can be imported. At
this stage the prototype needs to be annotated by the designer as specified in WP2. This ‘annotation stage’ is very important as it gives the designer the opportunity to granularly define the objects in the virtual environment. This enables the system to ‘understand’ that a section of the
CAD drawing relates to a button for example and the various properties that a button may have
such as size, or degree of force needed to press it and so on. This stage is very important is it enables usability recommendations - e.g. recommendations related to functionality issues of a component - to be applied directly to these components.
Finally, the ergonomic evaluation of a product design takes the form of a ‘virtual usage’ simulation.
This simulation is performed in real-time in a virtual 3D environment. This final stage enables the
designer to investigate a wide range of potential usability and accessibility issues. In these virtual
product assessments various environmental aspects such as lighting conditions and the impact of
surrounding physical space can help the designer better understand the products context of use.
These evaluation results can also be stored and used for further iterations within the product design lifecycle.
Prototype descriptions are provided as tutorials that include information on how to install and use
the VICON Software Framework. Please note, in these materials designers and administrators are
referred to as ‘end users’.
The VICON Software Framework includes the following applications and services:
•
Socket Server: This part of the software is not visible to the end users (designers). It
provides a middle-ware between all applications to the ontology data.
•
Sketch Design Application: This application connects to the socket server and provides
an interface to display different recommendations based on the selections of a user profile,
an environment and a task (Phase 1: Sketch Design Phase)
•
Administrator Software: The administrator software provides different tools to change
and manipulate the ontology itself. It also contains the socket server and sketch design application for test results.
•
CAD Support Modules and Interfaces: The CAD Modules connect to the VICON Socket
Server to provide different support to the end user (designer) while creating a product in
the CAD Software Siemens NX (Phase 2: CAD Design Phase)
•
Virtual Reality Simulation Platform: The virtual reality simulation platform deals with
the evaluation and validation of the CAD prototype product created in phase 2. (Phase 3:
Evaluation Phase)
A software installer is provided to install the backend, sketch design (phase 1), CAD phase
(phase 2) and simulation software (phase 3) parts for a usable configuration of each provided service. During the installation process the user can choose, which parts should be installed and in
case Siemens NX is installed, it also creates the VICON role and all necessary registry values.
The VICON framework defines a concept, how to support designers in the development process of
products. As examples we took mobile phones, washing machines and TV remotes. Regarding future developments, it is mandatory to enhance the ontology by new data like new analysis algorithms and new recommendations. The main support of VICON deals with recommendations to the
user (designer) how to create a product that can be used by as many different people as possible.
The VICON architecture supports this. VIST can be extended for new classes of products, features
and developments. The ontology can be upgraded and extended with respect to the needs of all
stakeholders like designers, producers and beneficiaries of the designed products.

6.5.2 Problems encountered and corrective measures taken
Since VICON was committed to strong exploitation efforts from the beginning of the project, the
consortium was driven as recommended in the 2011 Review to employ commercially available CAD
environments as far as possible throughout the three phases of the VICON system. This was
achieved for phase 1 and 2 within WP3 by integrating the virtual user model into the chosen CAD
system “Siemens NX”. However, due to unexpected technical limitations of the human model
(JACK) included in Siemens NX as well as limitations to extend Siemens NX itself for visual and
hearing impairments, discussed and confirmed by the Jack development team, obtaining the objectives of the evaluation phase (phase 3) with Siemens NX itself turned out to be impossible.
In summary, partner FIT had to invest considerable time and effort into successfully identifying and
obtaining a technically appropriate and sustainable option for state-of-the-art anatomical simulations for use in VICON, leading to a productive collaboration with Siemens as a leading supplier of
related CAD tools, highly relevant for further exploitation, but unfortunately requiring significantly
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more time than anticipated. On the other hand, this can certainly be seen as a token of the project’s interest, commitment, initiative and perseverance.
The related delays partially realized risk R9, which practically meant that the project needed extra
time to pave the way for reaching the exploitation target as planned in the DoW. Thus, investing
additional efforts into the identification of a suitable commercially available CAD tool for use in
phase three resulted in a delay for the integration of this tool and the adaptation of the VIRTEX
software environment for phase 3. On the positive side, as intended, it significantly reduced risks
R3 and R4 by creating a path for VICON exploitation based on available and widely used commercial tools.
The efforts described above concurrently resulted in a delay of WP3, and respectively postponed
the delivery of the final prototype of the virtual user modelling framework.
Conclusively all WPs (e.g. WP4, WP5), tasks (4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3), deliverables (D3.4, D4.2,
D4.3, D5.1, D5.2, D5.3), and milestones (M3, M4) directly dependent upon the availability of the
final prototype were at least partially delayed.
The contingency plan as described in table 4 of the DoW proved to be sufficient for a recovery.
However, the result of the mitigation strategy described in the DoW was a delay without requiring
additional resources as e.g. the risks were too much focussed on the virtual user model itself and
less upon the implementation and integration of the modelling framework.
Therefore, as a contingency action a suspension of four months (May10th till September 9th, 2012
and a cost neutral extension of 6 months was requested with the First Amendment to the DoW.
This was done to ensure the fulfilment of the project objectives and to take the opportunity to invest more efforts in exploitation and dissemination activities.

6.6 WP 4 – Virtual User Concept validation and evaluation
Start month 15; end month 26; Lead: ARÇELIK
Deliverables
D4.1 Technical Validation report; (UoB)
D4.2 Prototype of a reference product developed using Virtual User Model; (DORO)
D4.3: Evaluation report on how convenient it is to use Virtual User Model and adapted prototype;
(ARÇELIK)
D4.4 Focus group report; (NCBI)
D4.5 Evaluation procedure handbook; (FIT)
The objective of WP 4 is the creation of functional tests of the various components of the Virtual
User Model, as well as conducting performance tests of the entire Virtual User Model in real conditions. The tests shall be performed by the product managers using the Virtual Laboratory in the
context of developing a real product and aims to show designers, as a part of their existing workflow, how to both consider the usability needs of impaired users.

6.6.1 Achievements / Innovations
In task 4.1 the technical validation of the Virtual User Model immediately follows task 2.3 and task
2.4. It is designed to create two kinds of tests of the Virtual User Model: unit tests and integration
tests. The unit tests are performed with all model components. Regarding the Virtual User Model,
the aim of the validation is to test if the internal constraints defined in task 2.3 are coherent. The
integration tests were performed on behalf of the whole Context Reference Model resulting from
task 2.4. The deliverables D4.1 documents this task focusing on the description of validation methodologies and their use. For technical validation of our Virtual User Model software we have chosen
two methodologies: (1) The system testing via unit- and integration-testing and (2) the scenariobased testing.
The former method employs unit tests and integration tests to validate the Virtual User Model
against the functional requirements whereas the latter addresses the functional and non-functional
requirements of the evaluation component of the VICON system. The unit tests will be performed
with all of the model components (partial models), which are also capable of running individually.
Regarding the Virtual User Model, the aim of the validation phase is to test if the model-internal
constraints defined in Task 2.3 were coherent. The integration tests were performed on behalf of
the whole Context Reference Model resulting from Task 2.4. The aim of the integration test was to
ascertain if there is consistency in the components of the Virtual User Model, and ensure coherent
interoperability. The deliverable was approved in the second year review.
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D4.5 described the evaluation procedures to be conducted for the VICON system. In order to move
to more technical evaluation of the VICON system by the product designers, at least 2-3 reference
products, designed and prototyped with the help of the VICON system, shall be evaluated with the
beneficiaries. Accordingly the evaluation handbook consists of plans to carry out a detailed ethnographic research (similar to the end user field study described in D1.1) on a group of elderly users.
These users have a range of mild-to-moderate physical impairments. The methodology behind the
research consists of a combination of interviews and observational techniques. The aim was to
investigate the main usability problems in comparison to those identified in WP1 and reported in
deliverable D1.1. At the end it became possible to quantify the impact of VICON on the accessibility
and usability features of designed products. Furthermore product designers were involved in the
evaluation process of the VICON system. This is in order to investigate to what extent the VICON
system is able to achieve an added value within the product development process (PLM), in terms
of facilitating and improving the design tasks.
Task 4.2 is the validation of Virtual User Model by development of reference products. While task
4.1 is about testing the technical functionalities, this task is involved in testing the performance of
the Virtual User Model according to the requirements and specification defined in Task 3.1. For this
purpose, the two consumer reference products, namely, mobile phone and washing machine, provided by the industrial partners DORO and Arçelik, were developed in the Virtual Laboratory by
designers from both companies. The objective was to determine the Virtual User Model’s (specific
profiles of the beneficiaries) impact upon the specification of UIs for these products. Problems encountered in this task are mentioned below. Only a draft version of D4.2 was delivered for the second year review and resubmitted taking the given recommendations into account.
Task 4.3 is the evaluation of the Virtual User Model by analysing the user interfaces that are created using it. This work was done in close cooperation with the beneficiaries. The mission of this task
was to determine how close to reality the emerged UIs are for the end users of the consumer
products in line with known literature[24] and international standards for usability testing . At the
beginning of this task a procedure handbook has been prepared as deliverable D4.5. This was delivered for the second year review and was approved. The handbook described the very detailed
procedures to be undertaken for evaluating the virtual user model with real end users. It specified
the criteria to be used, the sample of users involved and a justification for the selection of the
sample. It also described the tests to be performed. This work was documented in the deliverables
D4.3 and D4.4.
The outcome is the deliverables D4.3 (Evaluation report on how convenient it is to use VUM and
adapted prototype) under the guidance of ARCELIK and D4.4 (Focus group report) under the guidance of NCBI. These documents are used in disseminating and exploiting the project results (WP
6). Here we got indicators for the achievable advantages and necessary efforts when using VUM
and VICON.
The study of D4.3 revealed many usability issues, which were corrected subsequently and are now
incorporated in the final versions of the VICON prototypes. Besides the usability issues including
the presentation way(s) of recommendations we mention that the number and quality of recommendations play a crucial rule for the support of designer in producing usable and accessible designs. The availability of analysis algorithms and out of them produced recommendations should be
subject of standardisation efforts to ease their integration in different target software platforms
e.g. PLM platforms like Siemens NX, CATIA, Pro/Engineer etc. Another factor identified during the
studies is the fact that such tools like VICON should be smoothly integrated into existing landscapes of tools and technologies, otherwise the disruption of the daily workflow of the designers
would overcompensate the advantages provided by the inclusive design tools as VICON.
In summary, the main goal of the VICON project was to create a concept for supporting inclusive
design of consumer products and user interfaces. However the result, evaluated in this work package, extends this concept to a software framework, which can smoothly be integrated into product
development processes especially if quality function deployment [2] is used as the user involvement method. The advantage, to get recommendations based upon a scenario of use, allows developers to create more inclusive products with less personal effort.
The VICON technical validation methodology was composed of a sequence of steps and activities
throughout the project to validate all components of the software. As defined in the VICON Description of Work, technical validation is the process of checking that the software fulfils the requirements that have been identified (which may include both functional and non-functional requirements). Validation answers the question, "Are we building the right product?", that is, “Is the
software doing what the user really requires?”.
This methodology is integrated into the design lifecycle of every software development phase in the
VICON project. For each stage of the life cycle, concrete tasks related to the validation methodoloD7.7: Final publishable summary report
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gy were undertaken. In production of complex software systems it is important to examine what
the system must do to meet the needs of the potential users of the system. Two different software
validation techniques were used in the validation of the different prototypes developed in the VICON Project. Each of the developing partners in the consortium has made own technical validations
to verify that the software complies with the requirements. From the point of view of the test software process, a test is successful if it discovers a defect and a test fails if there are defects but it
does not discover them. Therefore, to achieve this it was necessary to be most exhaustive as possible at the time of defining the tests done. The work reported in D4.4 elaborated on the analysis of
consumer products with beneficiaries (people over 65 years of age who have mild to moderate
hearing, vision and/or manual dexterity impairment) and by an accessibility expert. Two different
categories of products are evaluated in this study: existing user interfaces and emerged user interfaces. The first category (existing user interfaces) involves the evaluation of existing products that
were previously designed by the VICON industry partners, prior to the VICON project. The second
category (emerged user interfaces) involves an analysis of the user interfaces that were created
during the VICON project, using the Virtual User Model. Two methods of evaluation were used –
beneficiary tests and evaluations by an accessibility expert. The studies D4.3 and D4.4 did not allow us to pin point exactly where the designers made key design changes as a result of the VICON
toolset. It was therefore difficult to know for certain if a design change was a direct result of the
information provided through the VICON toolset or a design decision made independently. When
developing a later version, it would therefore be worthwhile to observe the designers in real time
(remote testing can be conducted using usability testing software), to identify precisely where the
toolset directly leads to changes in user interface design. The success of the text recommendations, the virtual simulations and the different applications of the VICON toolset (Sketch, CAD and
Virtex) could therefore be more effectively evaluated.

6.6.2 Problems encountered and corrective measures taken
Task 4.2 could not be finalized due to the delay encountered in task 3.3. Furthermore we encountered several technical problems: The foreseen virtual prototype of the Arçelik washing machine
could not be delivered for the following reasons. These were problematic and partially outside of
the control of the consortium and related to third party IPR issues (SIEMENS NX) and internal
regulations within Arçelik e.g. firewalls, access rights, different software versions, availability of
expert knowledge for finding work-around. Due to different releases of the SIEMENS NX software
at Arçelik and UoB the tests had to be exchanged between partners and this presented certain
challenges due to software versioning/licensing issues as specific features used in VICON were
release dependent. Thus updates of the used software versions of SIEMENS NX had to be done that
were not foreseen in the original plan. Furthermore access to separate systems at different locations within Arçelik company’s and the partner’s network had to be granted and this presented
several challenges. For example, there were security issues at the Arçelik production and designer
sites that did not allow direct remote access as the test system was first installed at UoB. Therefore
several complex workarounds were done like complete downloads and uploads outside the company’s network. This could only be done due to the creativity of the involved people keeping in mind
that we wanted to test in real designer environments dedicated to existing design cycles where the
VICON activities required extensive adaptations especially after the encountered difficulties as
mentioned above.
After getting over these technical and organizational issues, the deliverable 4.2 was resubmitted.

6.7 WP 5 – Implications on product development and inclusive
design
Start month 18; end month 40; Lead: NCBI
Deliverables
D5.1 Survey regarding limitation of virtual user approach; (FIT)
D5.2 Impact analysis regarding product development process; due month 26 (ARÇELIK)
D5.3 Socioeconomic study on inclusive design; due month 26 (NCBI)

6.7.1 Achievements/ Innovations
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Task 5.1 Impact Analysis regarding product development process (Lead: Arçelik)
In task 5.1 (for which the deliverable is D5.2), the experiences of the industrial partners, DORO
and ARÇELIK, are being recorded during the development of three different products:
•
An existing product previously developed by the company;
•
A new version of that product developed using inclusive design guidelines;
•
A second new version of the product developed using the VICON tools.
Further information will be collected in a questionnaire-based study.
D5.2 Impact analysis regarding product development process; due month 26
The deliverable outlines the product design processes used by the industrial partners, DORO and
ARÇELIK, and report on their experiences in developing products with and without VICON and provide experiences to discuss the implications for the integration of the VICON tools into the product
development processes.
Product lifecycle management (PLM) provides a holistic approach of incorporating not only engineering centric aspects but as well related business processes and technologies that allow and enable business and collaboration. Ultimately, PLM will profoundly affect the ways companies organise
their work and business. In VICON we have solely elaborated in task 5.1 and respectively deliverable D5.2 about the incorporation of inclusive design practices into the design process brought by
the VICON tools and recommendations. - This is an additional layer in a PLM environment. All depicted results on produced UI’s of consumer products were due to the inclusive design recommendations brought by VICON. The reduction of time required to design a usable and accessible interface were calculated using the existing digital technology at the industrial partner side without VICON and another time with VICON at place. Without VICON designers have to search themselves
for guidelines and recommendations and to learn about inclusive design, which was time costly.
With VICON the designers needed only to specify their target user group and context and VICON
provided them automatically with the appropriate recommendations for the product they are currently designing.
Task 5.2 Investigation of the limits of validity of the virtual user concept (Lead: FIT)
In task 5.2 (for which the deliverable is D5.1), we collect, document and discuss feedback from
designers in the industrial partners using VICON prototypes. A wider study of designers who have
not used the VICON tools will enrich this information. We will use a questionnaire which has been
developed and will be sent to designers with accompanying information (presentation or video)
describing how VICON fits into the design process. The recruitment of designers for the task 5.2
questionnaire study will be coordinated with the recruitment of designers for the socioeconomic
study of task 5.3 and will include those that have previously supplied feedback in D1.2 as well as a
further recruitment to achieve a total of 15 designers from 15 different companies. This task interacts with tasks in WP3 and WP4 to select the appropriate virtual user properties and device characteristics, and to improve the quality of the implemented virtual user model in the mentioned work
packages. The resulting rules will be disseminated in WP6 and the VUMS cluster standardization
activities.
D5.1 Survey regarding limitation of virtual user approach; due month 27
D5.1 lists the issues that were explored in task 5.2 and the questions that have been asked to find
out the limitations of virtual user models for revealing design usability and accessibility issues.
We got answers from interviews with designers of ARCELIK, DORO and others concerning the extent and detail required of data in the virtual user model to sufficiently emulate real world users for
the purpose of optimizing designs for the target beneficiaries. We got exploitable figures also for
dissemination purposes on the requirements of the design lifecycle, what user data is required, the
required and possible levels of accuracy, the understandability of data in different formats and
technical limitations. The standardization aspects discussed within the VUMS cluster have been
covered. The final deliverable reports the results of these investigations.
Task 5.3 Socioeconomic effects and impact on inclusive design (Lead: NCBI)
In task 5.3, the designer and beneficiary studies are described. The field study of product designers
investigated the context of their work and the relationship of inclusive design to this context. It has
been done using semi-structured interviews coordinated with the questionnaire study of D5.1 and
included a total of 15 designers from 15 different companies. The field study of beneficiaries investigated the context of their acquisition and use of products and the relationship of usability, accessibility and inclusive design to this context. It used a questionnaire to collect data from at least 60
beneficiaries and focus groups with 24 further beneficiaries. The questionnaire has been coordinated with the beneficiary’s field study of D4.3. The desk-based study looked at previous research and
available information relating to the drivers and barriers to the use of inclusive design in the development of products and the adoption of inclusively designed products by beneficiaries. This complemented the developer and beneficiary studies by providing evidence from other research and
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publications. It defines what is meant by inclusive design, outline its history and present status,
describe its importance to all the various stakeholders, identify all the factors that have been found
to drive or hinder its adoption and draw conclusions about its likely adoption in the future.
D5.3 Socioeconomic study on inclusive design; due month 26
The deliverable outlines the purpose, design and methodology for the socioeconomic study which is
concerned with the potential for successful adoption of VICON and the VICON approach (virtual
prototyping and the virtual user concept).
It investigates whether VICON and the VICON approach can, if implemented, affect the development of digital products in a way that benefits people over 65 years of age who have mild to moderate vision, hearing or manual dexterity impairment (the VICON beneficiaries). At the highest
level, the study addresses two questions:
•
Whether VICON and the VICON approach, if adopted by designers of digital products, is likely
to have a positive effect on the lives of the beneficiaries.
•
Whether VICON and the VICON approach are likely to be adopted by designers of digital products.
From the beneficiaries’ standpoint, it addresses the role of inclusive design within the context of
the total range of factors that cause these users to adopt and use particular products rather than
others. From the product developers’ standpoint, it addresses the question of whether inclusive
design can lead to a positive return on investment and whether companies are in a position to successfully adopt it as a practice.
The study includes three large scale activities:
•
A field study of product designers and developers;
•
A field study of beneficiaries;
•
A desk-based study of previous research.
The deliverable reports the results of each of these three activities and draws overall conclusions
from the combined results for dissemination and exploitation purposes.
The implementation of the VICON software was completed after many internal development cycles.
The virtual tests with the beneficiary tests were harmonized. Extensive desk work was done to
analyse existing models and elicit the socio economic benefits and shot comings of virtual user
models. Conducting surveys to elicit knowledge and shed light into the socio economic benefits of
the virtual user model approach and tries to find out the limitations of this approach. These surveys
were conducted using various instruments e.g. telephone interviews, questionnaires, round table
discussions etc.
In task 5.3 our original research goals were to (a) judge the impact of inclusive design as a future
model, (b) evaluate the possible new business models, and (c) estimate the impact of the VICON
systematic approach of inclusive design.
Following outcomes may be beneficial for future research:
•
An inclusive design approach will lead to digital products that are more likely to be purchased and used by people over 65 years of age who have mild to moderate hearing, vision
or manual dexterity impairment: Our beneficiary research indicated that usability and ease
of use are very important factors influencing product choice. Ease of use appears to become more important with age. Furthermore, the beneficiaries demonstrated an awareness
of differences between products with respect to usability and ease of use and a desire to
determine, prior to purchase, if a product is easy to use. Therefore products that have been
designed with usability and ease of use in mind are more likely to be purchased.
•
There will be a clear business case for digital product developers to adopt an inclusive design approach: The interviews with product designers have revealed a number of factors
that contribute to a business case for companies that do not already have an inclusive
ethos. Of these, two of the major ones are the possibility of increased market size and the
need to meet legal or regulatory requirements. We have also seen how both of these are
likely to greatly increase in their future impact. The demographics of rapidly ageing populations will significantly grow the market for inclusive products within the next few decades
and we have seen from the beneficiary studies that usability and accessibility are important
factors for older consumers when purchasing and using products. At the same time, legislation and regulation requiring companies to produce inclusive products will increase, driven
by advocacy, the economic needs of societies and the desire to reduce barriers to commerce. So the two biggest drivers will become stronger, improving the business case for
inclusive design.
•
The VICON approach of virtual prototyping and the virtual user concept are likely to be adopted
as a part of inclusive design processes: focussing on the use of VUMs in product design and development in general, a number of drivers and barriers to the use of VUMs have been identiD7.7: Final publishable summary report
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fied. The main drivers are the benefits of optimisation of workflow and cost savings, arising
from:
o reduced lead time to market;
o early identification of errors;
o reduction in the number of design changes at later stages of the design process;
o reduced costs from hiring ergonomic experts;
o reduced costs from creating hard prototypes;
o reduced costs from user tests.
The barriers, which are also extremely important to understand if the VICON toolset is to overcome
them, include costs (of software licences and of training and implementation), potential disruption
of workflow and the difficulty with modelling complex human movements and behaviours.
In task 5.2 respectively deliverable D5.1 we have identified limitations of the virtual user concept.
Different groups of stakeholders were actively involved in order to capture all opinions on the possibilities and limitations of the virtual user approach. A virtual evaluation of 5 virtual products was
conducted using the attributes of the 39 real users from WP 4 tests and the real environments data
using subtasks as an abstraction of the real tasks/subtasks from WP 4. The results have shown a
general match between the results of the real and virtual evaluation. The availability of analysis
algorithms and recommendations for user interfaces of consumer products is still in its infancy. In
this stage there is still a lot of effort required in order to create a corpus of such algorithms and
recommendations. Further work will be necessary regarding the enhancement of the graphical
presentation of the virtual users and their movements to be nearly realistic like real users and environments.
It is indisputable that VICON and similar approaches have the potential to become an integral part
of the future product development process. However, the approach should be seen as a complementary tool for testing with real users and by no means a replacement for user testing. In the
future an online repository of virtual user models based on the VUMS cluster specifications could be
implemented and provided via different adaptive API’s for various applications utilising distinct
granularity levels and implementing many use cases e.g. adaptive user interfaces or simulation of
human body and abilities. This needs further research efforts which may be addressed in the EU
research programme Horizon 2020.

6.7.2 Problems encountered and corrective measures taken
Due to the delay in WP3, most of the studies for this WP were also delayed and the available deliverables could be delivered only in outline form within the original time frame. Only the materials
required carrying out the work (questionnaires, interview schedules and focus group designs) could
have been completed on time and the work was performed based on the revised plan of the First
Amendment of the DoW.
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7 Summarizing Evaluation of the VICON Project Findings
and their Critical Examination
This section provides an overview and critical examination of the key findings at project level. The
lessons learnt, innovation and benefits are extracted and discussed. These results have also been
published on the VICON website under http://vicon-project.eu/critical-examination-of-projectfindings//

7.1 Overview of the Project Findings
The key project findings in relation to the objectives of the project and
highlighted in the table below:
Project Find- Related
Project Description
of
Project
ings of VI- Objective
Finding
CON
PF1
OBJ 5
There is a business case for
Inclusive Design.
PF2
OBJ 3
VUMs can contribute to the
business case for Inclusive
Design.
PF3
OBJ 3
VICON is beneficial for designers but VUMs must be
designed and integrated carefully.
PF4
OBJ 3
Usability of inclusive design
tools will always be a key
issue which stimulates acceptance.
PF5
OBJ 1
There are technical limitations
OBJ 2
of the VUM concept, but these
OBJ 4
can be overcome.

global lessons learned are

Learned Lesson #1
Learned Lesson #2
Learned Lesson #3
Learned Lesson #4
Learned Lesson #5
Learned Lesson #6
Learned Lesson #7
Learned Lesson #8
Learned Lesson #9

7.2 Critical Examination of the Key Project Findings and Lessons
Learnt
7.2.1 PF1: There is a business case for Inclusive Design
The beneficiaries’ study of D5.3 has found that usability and ease of use are important factors influencing product purchases by the VICON beneficiaries and that they become more important as
the user ages. This is a significant finding as it informs designers that an inclusive design approach
can lead to digital products that are not only ‘better’ for people over 65 years of age who have mild
to moderate hearing, vision or manual dexterity impairment; but are more likely to be purchased
and used by them.
Learned Lesson 1: The study of designers in D5.3 has provided more evidence for a definite and
growing business case for adopting inclusive design, but has shown that there is work needed to
make that case clear to developers of digital products and to provide the necessary support, such
as VUMs, for controlling the cost and time requirements. We have shown that some major factors,
including the possibility of increased market size and the need to meet legal or regulatory requirements, are likely to greatly increase in the future, but that there is still a lack of comprehensive
design guidelines, standards, knowledge and expertise, as well as access to design tools and users.
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7.2.2 PF2: VUMs can contribute to the business case for Inclusive Design
The designers study of D5.3 has also enabled us to more clearly state the drivers and barriers to
the use of VUMs in product design, such as reduced lead time to market (a driver) and disruption
of workflow (a barrier). What is most interesting is the finding that the two biggest advantages of
using VUMs – time and other cost savings – are also the two biggest barriers to the adoption of
Inclusive Design. This supports the claim that VUMs can be of great benefit for Inclusive Design by
increasing its ability to provide a positive return on investment. VUMs should allow companies to
develop more inclusive and therefore more financially successful products for the VICON beneficiaries, without sacrificing the need to get time-critical products, such as mobile phones, into the marketplace.
This and the D4.3 study did not allow us to pin point exactly where the designers made key design
changes as a result of the VICON toolset. It was therefore difficult to know for certain if a design
change was a direct result of the information provided through the VICON toolset or a design decision made independently. When developing a later version, it would be worthwhile to observe the
designers in real time (remote testing can be conducted using usability testing software), to identify precisely where the toolset directly led to changes in user interface design. The success of the
text recommendations, the virtual simulations and the different applications of the VICON toolset
(Sketch, CAD and Virtex) could therefore be more effectively evaluated.
If the use of VUM can reduce the time and cost associated with involving real users in testing then
it may help to overcome the biggest barriers to inclusive design. In the future an online repository
of virtual user models based on the VUMS cluster specifications could be implemented and provided
via different adaptive API’s for various applications utilising distinct granularity levels and implementing many use cases e.g. adaptive user interfaces or simulation of human body and abilities.
VUMs may reduce costs directly by using free virtual users in place of real users who would have to
be paid to take part in development.
Learned Lesson 2: VUMs have the potential to eradicate design errors earlier and more often in
the design process than real user testing, as there is no requirement for a physical prototype with
which to test. VUMs may also reduce the time required for user involvement if they can simplify
and speed up the testing processes themselves.
While it doesn’t mean that VUMs will replace real user testing altogether, they should allow testing
at times where testing with real users is not possible or feasible. VUMs therefore have the potential
to reduce the overall product development time and costs required for inclusive design by allowing
virtual testing to be carried out earlier and at more frequent intervals than would be possible for
real user tests.
Based on the findings of the desk research and the designer interviews, if a VUM toolset is designed to work on designs at the earliest stages and to include user characteristics that are difficult
to source or replicate in the user population, it has definite potential to make inclusive design more
realisable. This should allow companies to develop inclusive designs without sacrificing the speed of
getting time-critical products into the marketplace.
While there is a risk of VUM replacing real user testing entirely, at least for some companies, there
are additional potential advantages which may be offset against that risk. This is explained as follows:
Learned Lesson 3: Inclusive design is not defined by user testing alone. Rather inclusive design is
a design approach, consisting of many different tools and techniques, including but not limited to
user testing, which lead to products that are usable by and accessible to a more diverse range of
users. If a VUM toolset is seen not just as a cost saving tool for industry but also as an educational
tool, it has considerable potential to pass on inclusive design knowledge to designers through its
use. Virtual user testing is already happening whether inclusive design advocates like it or not. How
realistic those virtual users are, however, and how representative they are of real users, will depend on the success of initiatives which simulate diversity and impairment.
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7.2.3 PF3: VICON is beneficial for designers but VUMs must be designed and
integrated carefully
Virtual user modelling is relatively new in product development and the VICON virtual user concept
adds another layer to this process. Feedback from designers in the evaluation work of D4.3 has
shown that the design recommendations produced by VICON are perceived as useful for developing
inclusive designs. Areas where further improvement can be made, such as more structured organization and grouping of VICON profiles, have also been revealed.
The focus group work described in D4.4 shows that if a recommendation is presented to a designer
at an inappropriate time, the effectiveness of the message and the opportunity to educate the designer at the appropriate point might be missed. For design recommendations to be appropriate,
they must take into account the specific product type. For example, the key spacing on a washing
machine is less constrained than on a mobile phone where it determines the overall size of a sizecritical product. These issues indicate the need to improve the design recommendations part of the
tool.
Another finding is that a rule-based VUM would be improved if its rules could take into account
interactions between cognition, sensory and physical requirements which suggest conflicting design
solutions. For example, where using larger labels may make each label easier to read on its own
but lead to more crowding, both reducing readability and increasing cognitive load. Instead of suggesting that the answer to most visual issues is merely to "make labels bigger" the VICON tool
should encourage designers to come up with more creative solutions to improve the overall user
experience. Design recommendations should really allow designers to come up with new solutions
and not just lead to only slight variations of existing solutions.
Learned Lesson 4: Although the VICON toolset has been shown to integrate smoothly into the
design workflow and is not cumbersome for designers in their work, it has become clear that VUMs
should be provided in different ways to best meet the needs, preferences and environments of
different designers. For example, some designers would like the VUM integrated into a CAD environment, but others, who don’t work with CAD tools, want it integrated within their usual work
environment or available as a standalone tool. Some find the 3D virtual usage simulations useful
whereas others prefer a more data-oriented ‘scientific’ visualisation. These and other findings show
that VUMs should not be developed with a one-size-fits-all ethos.
Learned Lesson 5: More work is also needed on creating adaptive API’s that can successfully represent many fine granular levels of the user, as well as algorithms for analysis and recommendations. Work done within the VUMS cluster towards the standardisation of virtual user models and
results fed into international standardisation groups like ISO and W3C will help to further the development of standards in this area.

7.2.4 PF4: Usability of inclusive design tools will always be a key issue which
determines acceptance.
For the overall VICON system a number of usability issues were identified. Comments regarding
the look and feel of the toolset highlight the fact that designers represent not only a very sensitive
group of professionals, but also a user group that has learned certain visual language from specific
software that they use every day for their professional needs, e.g. Adobe Photoshop or Siemens
NX. Although the VICON CAD Design application uses the standard GUI elements of the NX environment, other VICON tools utilize their own interactive elements and thus, they look and feel different. The feedback of designers suggests that it is indispensable to hire graphic and interaction
designers that will intentionally create the overall appearance of the software intended to be used
by designers. There are several concrete suggestions for improvement that have been proposed by
the designers both for the entire virtual user concept and for the three prototypic applications.
Although the VICON design recommendations were overall perceived as useful for realising inclusive designs, further improvements of the VICON toolset can be achieved when the VICON profiles
of the Virtual User Model would be organized and grouped in a more structured way. Another identified subject for improvement is that it took relatively long for the designers when going through
the design recommendations list. For revising this matter, the participants suggested a more adequate approach for grouping or sorting the recommendations based on their properties, such as
importance, in order to achieve a higher degree of comprehension and usability. Besides some
minor usability and look and feel issues, the evaluation application Virtex was generally well acD7.7: Final publishable summary report
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cepted. The majority of the designers found the textual evaluation report clear structured, understandable and informative. The references for further reading were appreciated. Some designers
however criticised the virtual usage simulation and requested a more “scientific” visualisation,
which would depict usage difficulties with exactly the same precision as the VUM provides. These
designers explained their opinion with the example that the current virtual environment visualisation composes furniture, which is actually not part of the VUM and thus distracts the attention from
the main data really used in the simulation. On the contrary other designers liked the concept of
the 3d environment. It would therefore be feasible to rethink the concept of the product usage
visualisation in future projects.
It could be confirmed that when implementing inclusive designs, the VICON toolset provided an
appropriate spectrum of information for most of the designers and product engineers who participated in the VICON evaluation. However it is important to note that VICON focussed only on hearing, vision and manual dexterity, so the information provided to designers only addressed inclusive
design issues under those categories. Cognitive issues and the complex interaction between cognitive, sensory and physical inclusive design issues were not addressed.
Learned Lesson 6: Some of the designers’ comments provide evidence that the inclusive design
support proposed by VICON is actually able to help designers in addressing particular inclusive
design challenges and the prototypic implementation provides additional knowledge to designers
who are not familiar with inclusive design.
One of the most important conclusions is that the VICON toolset integrates smoothly within the
usual design workflow and is not cumbersome for designers in their work. A clear majority of the
survey participants responded that the internal workflow of VICON toolset was clear and straightforward. However opinions on the idea of integrating the evaluation application Virtex, which is
currently standalone, into the CAD design environment were divided. Since some designers don’t
work with CAD tools, they expect a standalone product evaluation tool. But some designers desire
the product evaluation section to be integrated within their usual work environment, namely CAD,
because they prefer immediate feedback to their product design modifications.
Learned Lesson 7: The majority of the designers confirm our belief that the virtual user concept
of VICON is capable of product development acceleration. However the risk of oversimplifying the
reality should be considered. We believe that the VICON system is capable of assisting designers to
avoid faults in inclusive design related to particular disabilities (i.e. in this case hearing, vision and
manual dexterity). However, due to the complexity of interaction between a person and a product
(relating to cognitive, sensory and physical end user attributes), it cannot be denied that product
evaluation with real users is still necessary.

7.2.5 PF5: There are technical limitations and barriers of the VUM concept, but
these can be overcome
The user and virtual evaluations of D5.1 showed that the implementation of virtual testing is currently very tedious, requiring intensive effort. More work is needed to create more realistic representations of virtual users, their movements and environments, based on the VUMS cluster specifications. Many details e.g. emotional state and attention of the real users have gone lost during the
creation of the abstract models.
Learned Lesson 8: The shortcomings of abstract user models may lead on the long run to a real
limitation in the usage of such models and narrow the use cases, where they may be utilised.
One main key finding based on the beneficiary trials (D4.4) is the non existence of information
about possibilities of usage of a product. For instance regarding the usage of a mobile phone,
twelve different ways of holding and using a handheld product were reported:
•
One-handed use in right hand, thumb to press buttons
•
One-handed use in left hand, thumb to press buttons
•
One handed use, product sitting on table, right hand to press buttons
•
Two-handed use, hold in left hand, right forefinger to press buttons
•
Two-handed use, hold in left hand, right middle finger to press buttons
•
Two-handed use, hold in left hand, right thumb to press buttons
•
Two-handed use, hold in right hand, left forefinger to press buttons
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•
•
•
•
•

Two-handed
Two-handed
Two-handed
Two-handed
Two-handed

use,
use,
use,
use,
use,

hold
hold
hold
hold
hold

in
in
in
in
in

right hand, left thumb to press buttons
right hand, use left forefinger and thumb to press buttons
both hands, both thumbs to press buttons
both hands, right thumb to press buttons
both hands, left thumb to press buttons

Regarding impairments, this issue is even more important. Before performing a task, impaired
customers think about possible ways how (and in which position) this task execution is as convenient as possible. Especially manual dexterity impaired beneficiaries do have a need to execute a
task in another way as "standard" execution can be not possible.
Designers mainly focus on one task execution method of how to perform a task using a device. The
VUM and especially the task model does not include different kinds of task execution methods.
Regarding further implementations, an additional task execution model between the task and recommendation model based on user trials to define options how to perform a single task is advantageous. This model should include parameters and values regarding the complete process of task
execution.
For instance during user trials with beneficiaries in D4.4, one recommendation regarding washing
machine panels was to place the input panel diagonally regarding the possibility to read in a standing position. In the final release of the VUM, the task model is dependant on the current device and
included during reasoning.
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Figure 6: Additional Step for task execution methods
The final VUM as presented in D2.2 can be enhanced by a task execution model by addition into
the ontology reasoning steps (Figure 6) between the connection of tasks and recommendations. By
using this, one task resulting in a variety of task execution methods results in a disjunct set of
recommendations based on each execution method.
Learned Lesson 9: An additional “task execution method” model is necessary for the implementation of possibilities how to perform tasks. This additional model based on user trials with products
is necessary for the specification of parameters. This model has to be added to the inference approach of the VUM.
Finally, the availability of analysis algorithms and recommendation for user interfaces of consumer
products is still in its infancy. In this stage there is still a lot of effort required in order to create a
corpus of such algorithms and recommendations. Further work will be necessary regarding the
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enhancement of the graphical presentation of the virtual users and their movements to be nearly
realistic like real users and environments.

7.3 List of open Questions
In the following section, issues and future directions of research that were elicited during the VICON project and the VUMS cluster are presented including the derived open questions. These results come mainly from the work in D5.1 especially from the desk research and the designer questionnaires.
#
Q1
Q2

Q3
Q4
Q5

Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9

Q10
Q11

Open Question
How can a standard for user models be established which covers a wide spectrum of disabilities (physical and mental), user needs and preferences, determining the importance and
necessity for each possible adaptation and their prioritization?
What is the most appropriate mechanism to address privacy concerns for: User involvement
in managing the privacy of their own profiles, Information exchange mechanisms and rules
(technical and possibly legislation), and for Data gathering and storing techniques and
mechanisms?
How can the strengths of well-established and recognized user modelling approaches be
integrated in order to establish a seamless link between user characteristics and user preferences?
How can user characteristics and user preferences be combined and integrated to support
the product development process with the help of machine learning algorithms in order to
enable a continuous extension of user models?
How can the VUM be extended in order to evolve to a “dynamic virtual user model” which is
characterised by dynamic properties in order achieve a concise integration of usage and
context data provided e.g. through real-time monitoring of interactions with user interfaces
and consumer products?
How can a user model standard such as developed within the VUMS cluster be further extended and matured in order to establish a critical mass of supporters and stimulate adoption?
Regarding the realisation of a semi-automatic support in the CAD phase, it is essential to
determine how a semi-automatic segmentation and a recommendation of CAD parameter
values to an existing virtual product design can be achieved?
How must Adaptive Hardware User Interfaces be designed for user groups with age-related
physical impairments in order to provide the most appropriate support/assistance in interacting with smart environments?
How can the model-based framework of VICON be extended in order to enable device makers and user interface designers to create and deploy networked smart interfaces automated, which contain context- and usage-based interface adaptation mechanisms to address
personalisation and accessibility needs of a diverse user base?
What are the essential characteristics of a design pattern language for physical user interfaces?
How can a decentralized platform be established which allows designers to share inclusive
design experiences and externalize them through a design pattern language (and other
methods)?

Table 4: List of Open Questions.

7.3.1 VICON users’ needs research targeted only to physical disabilities
As described above in the frame of WP01, the presented research of VICON and the majority of
similar research projects is targeted towards modelling of persons with physical disabilities and
impairments such as visual, hearing and motor. Some of the research efforts are also covering
some cognitive disabilities. User models need to cover all aspects of disability to really make a significant difference. Some user models consider visual and motor impairments and do not involve
other disabilities as hearing impairments or cognitive impairments. The extension of user models to
become complete models covering all disabilities implies a lot of work in user studies and statistical
analysis. Discussions in the area of user modelling for accessibility often refer to user needs, requirements and preferences.
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However there is still no formal definition of how important and necessary is each level of need. In
terms of user interface adaptation, such a definition could help determining the importance and
necessity for each possible adaptation and their prioritization.
Q1: How can a standard for user models be established which covers a wide spectrum of
disabilities (physical and mental), user needs and preferences, determining the importance and necessity for each possible adaptation and their prioritization?
VICON focuses on one single possibility to execute a single task. One outcome of the beneficiary
study with products was that there is a need to include different methods of task execution into the
VUM for a scenario definition of how beneficiaries perform given user needs and requirements. This
also raises the question, if there is a need to include all possible task execution methods during
product development (resulting in additional recommendations) or if the focus should be on one
single possibility to handle a product inclusively.
Q2: How can the VUM be extended to include a variety of possible task execution methods? And is it necessary to include all possible methods for a product to be inclusive designed or must there be only one single execution method applicable "for all"?

7.3.2 Privacy concerns
Privacy concerns were not in the forefront of VICON research. The majority of recent models are
based on totally different technologies posing issues with regard to interoperability and to their
utilisation in different environments and contexts. Privacy as a crucial aspect is not well considered
in the majority of existing systems. There is the opinion that there are no privacy issues, if the
system uses stereotypes and not specific preferences of the user. The usage of such stereotypes or
general data can be used as implicit hints about the specific user preferences or abilities/disabilities. Therefore, privacy in terms of user modelling is one of the very important issues to
be tackled especially to help adoption of such systems from wider audiences.
Given the discussions on privacy there is a need for research and development of appropriate
mechanisms to address privacy concerns for the following issues: User involvement in managing
the privacy of their own profiles. Information exchange mechanisms and rules (technical and possibly legislation). Data gathering and storing techniques and mechanisms.
Q3: What is the most appropriate mechanism to address privacy concerns for: User involvement in managing the privacy of their own profiles, Information exchange mechanisms and rules (technical and possibly legislation), and for Data gathering and storing
techniques and mechanisms?

7.3.3 VICON virtual user model based on a mixed approach of user characteristics and preferences
One of the biggest, most interesting discussions in the area of user modelling is the type of modelling to be followed in the area. In general there are two schools of thought.
The first one is basing user modelling on user characteristics. This way a system knowing about the
characteristics of a person and other contextual information such as the device used and other
environmental variables can reason on what kind of adaptations are needed in order to make the
product accessible to the user.
The second approach is basing its modelling approach on user preferences. In this type of systems
instead of user characteristics the system keeps information about the user preferences. These
preferences could in some cases be chosen by the user herself over a short training/question answering session or could be recorded on the background by keeping track of users’ actions and
reactions on various adaptations. When a new user starts using the system is mapped with similar
users in terms of choices and preferences and the system is then able to suggest further adaptations.
VICON based its model mainly on the first approach of user characteristics mixing some user preferences trying to benefit of both approaches.
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Both approaches have strengths and weaknesses. The first user characteristics based approach is
more flexible in terms of taking contextual parameters under account. However, if user characteristics are not described accurately for a person might mean adaptations that will not work for
him/her. Therefore, such solutions are quite common in systems aiming for developers and product
designers that can describe with such systems their potential users and experiment with techniques such as virtual user models in order to find out accessibility problems on their designs.
On the other hand the second preferences based approach is easier for user to train and can provide easier and more accurate adaptations of interfaces in real-time. However, such systems are
usually more difficult to be ported on various devices and software making them quite specific.
The aforementioned observations lead researchers currently to believe that there is a need for
more research on how to bridge these two approaches under schemes that could benefit from each
one's strengths and eliminate their weaknesses.
Q4: How can the strengths of well-established and recognized user modelling approaches be integrated in order to establish a seamless link between user characteristics and
user preferences?
Knowing, which groups of people have specific preferences and under what circumstances could
lead to systems being able reason based on both user characteristics and preferences. In addition,
systems aiming at designers would be better backed up on their suggestions by real user’s feedback and preferences being taken under account. VICON incorporated contextual information in its
model
As described above in WP02 and WP03, the VICON user model incorporated as well context and
task models. Our experience shows that user interface adaptation can be addressed at design time,
run time or both. Utilising user model technology to support designers to create inclusive user interfaces means incorporating it throughout the entire design process. The designer should already
be aware of the user requirements already at the sketch phase, when she sketches the interface
using paper and pencil. In later stages there should be tools e.g. in a CAD environment to support
the designer in creating inclusive designs. In this area we may find two different types of user interface, the pure software interface and / or the hardware interface e.g. of a washing machine or a
mobile phone.
The user interface adaptation based on user model technology means that the system knows which
user or user type is using the system at runtime and so it can adapt the user interface according to
the user's preferences. However, a very crucial parameter discussed and point out is that user
models cannot provide actual benefits to users if there is no connection to context.
A user model describing a user and his/her preferences for a washing machine on the person’s
kitchen could be totally different when the same person is using a mobile device his living room.
Context can include devices (tablet, mobile phone, TV, PC etc.), environmental conditions (lightning, noise etc.), intent of use / task (work, leisure, education etc.) or even social and cultural
background (being on a meeting at work, being alone in my living room, being on my car driving to
work or on a holiday trip etc).
Context plays a significant role in reasoning what is the best adaptation to choose for a user under
specific circumstances. One of the biggest issues already presented is the connection between user
characteristics and preferences. Contextual information makes this connection even more difficult
to build. Therefore, although user modelling might focus on user characteristics and user preferences it is necessary to connect with contextual information in order to provide the best solutions
for the user.
This means that apart from the standardization and integration efforts that need to be done on
user models research on the domain should also be connected with standards and models related
with sensor and sensor network technologies. This way the link between user characteristics and
preferences will become even easier to build. Therefore, in order to achieve the goal of developing
inclusive user interfaces in the majority of cases there is the need for further models rather than
the user model e.g. application model, environment model and task model. The mapping between
the user characteristics and / or preferences and components of these models may require special
knowledge rules of the domain and specialised algorithms.
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7.3.4 VICON user model is an extensible model
User models are usually not static nature but subject to continual updating e.g. older people are in
continuous decline of capabilities. And as long as they use a device, they are going to need to update their profile as capabilities will change, not only on a day-to-day basis, but potentially more
often than that, given the equipment that they are using at specific times, moving from one device
to another. These continuous updates require the usage of a management system to cope with this
aspect.
The aspect of continuous update should be under the control of the user, as it may mean that the
user interfaces changes as well continuously. In VICON the users of the system are designers and
VICON provided an interface for updating and managing the user profiles. Nevertheless the system
of VICON does not include an automatic mechanism for update of the model like machine learning
based ones.
Machine learning algorithms are a good vehicle for automatic and continuous user model update as
they use the data gathered from the usage behaviour of the user and infer from them the preferences of that specific user or user group. A very useful technology for this process of connections
discovery between user models and preferences could be machine learning technology and algorithms. Machine learning technology combined with user models and the abundance of contextual
and usage information that today’s devices and systems can provide can help in discovering new
connections between users and preferences and also make the training process of such adaptation
systems quicker and easier for the end-user. Such components should be considered in future research.
Q5: How can user characteristics and user preferences be combined and integrated to
support the product development process with the help of machine learning algorithms
in order to enable a continuous extension of user models?
Likewise the possibility of a “dynamic virtual user model” arises which is capable of combining and
integrating user characteristics and preferences.
Q6: How can the VUM be extended in order to evolve to a “dynamic virtual user model”
which is characterised by dynamic properties in order achieve a concise integration of
usage and context data provided e.g. through real-time monitoring of interactions with
user interfaces and consumer products?
In this manner, a dynamic virtual user model may be interoperable with a diverse range consumer
product user interfaces such as washing machines, mobile phones, and TV sets. At the same time,
a seamless exchange of user and context data with other sophisticated user models shall be possible, which would finally allow a qualitative and quantitative extension of user profiles.

7.3.5 VICON / VUMS - Standards, ontologies and interoperability
VICON as a member of the VUMS cluster has made a lot of efforts towards standardisation and
interoperability providing the VICON ontologies, developing converters between the project models
and contributing to the VUMS standard. One of the biggest challenges faced today in the user
modelling domain is the fragmentation of user model definitions.
Projects employing user modelling techniques for accessibility often produce new definitions of user
models depending on their needs, user group focus and targets. This makes quite difficult for models to be used across different projects and research efforts and hinders their progress. Differences
in research aims and user group focus justifies to an extent why a new project employing user
modelling to provide an accessibility solution would start building its own models. However, now
that user modelling appears as a technology used on an increasing number of research and development projects it is crucial to start working on building standards for user modelling in that domain.
Many researchers are actually supporting the idea of having standards for describing users based
on models such as the medical model. On the other hand there seems to be an agreement that
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ardization. Given the discussions about the user characteristics based (medical) models and the
user preferences based models and the emerging need for both of them, it is obvious that both
approaches should also be supported by standardization actions. This way the emerging need for
research on the connections between them will be easier to fulfil.
The fragmentation of solutions and models in the area for user modelling for accessibility hinders
evolution of research and development because it is making more difficult for research and development teams to cooperate and exchange information, knowledge and build on each other’s work.
Although there are already actions for standardization of user models there is not yet enough support and a critical mass of researchers and practitioners behind them to support them. Therefore
there is a need for encouragement and increasing the support on such standards in order to increase adoption and further improve and extend them.
Q7: How can a user model standard such as developed within the VUMS cluster be further extended and matured in order to establish a critical mass of supporters and stimulate adoption?

7.3.6 VICON is based upon manual Adaptation in the CAD phase
In the VICON software framework the CAD tool (integrated into Siemens NX) requires a manual
annotation of interaction components to maintain the functionality of an application of recommendations to a currently defined 3D product model. To support the designer and with respect to the
increasing number of components, the model presents possible UI components to the designer.
In order to realise at least a semi-automatic adaptation of the model, the VUM could be substantially extended by applying machine learning algorithms which implicit the functionality to provide a
semi-automatic support of the annotation process.
Q8: Regarding the realisation of a semi-automatic support in the CAD phase, it is essential to determine how a semi-automatic segmentation and a recommendation of CAD parameter values to an existing virtual product design can be achieved?

7.3.7 VICON Focuses upon static hardware UIs
The focus of VICON was upon static, non-adaptive user interfaces. That means the characteristics
of the UI were based upon onetime captured requirements manifested within the VUM. However, in
smart environments which are characterised by the presence of technology-enhanced objects and
the fact that users become more versatile, it would be desirable to realise adaptive and personalised hardware user interfaces, which are able to adapt to the real-time requirements of their beneficiaries on the fly. Still, real-time context information is rarely taken into account for the adaption
and personalisation of user interfaces. In this manner, adaptation and personalisation may be subject to an ad-hoc customisation to specific interaction modalities or to a dynamic allocation or reconfiguration of functionalities of hardware resources.
A special challenge lies in identifying new approaches in acquiring, processing, and applying contextual data and real-time user needs of diverse user groups while they interact with consumer
products in smart environments. Appropriate techniques have to guarantee that the real-time user
needs are properly allocated and applied to the respective user interfaces.
Q9: How must Adaptive Hardware User Interfaces be designed for user groups with agerelated physical impairments in order to provide the most appropriate support/assistance in interacting with smart environments?
For this purpose a sophisticated design support framework will be necessary, suitable for designing
adaptive hardware user interfaces with characteristics such as personalisation, transferable user
profiles and autonomous context recognition. In this respect it is legitimate to consider the capability of the VICON toolset in order to fulfil this requirement.
Q10: How can the model-based framework of VICON be extended in order to enable device makers and user interface designers to create and deploy networked smart interfac-
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es automated, which contain context- and usage-based interface adaptation mechanisms
to address personalisation and accessibility needs of a diverse user base.

7.3.8 VICON provided an effort to standardising hardware design patterns
In the final project phase, the need emerged to improve the textual design recommendations
through a better presentation and visualisation. The benefit of standardized design patterns is obvious as it overcomes the challenge of presenting and communicating information to the designers
in a usable and easily adaptable manner. In VICON this was initially achieved through transferring
each of the 75 textual design recommendations into a structure, based upon HCI design patterns.
The approach of HCI design patterns is not new, but unique is the fact that it was applied upon
hardware user interfaces since the majority of currently existing HCI design patterns usually refer
to software user interfaces.
Q11: What are the essential characteristics of a design pattern language for physical
user interfaces?
Complimentarily it should be ensured that design knowledge is constantly held up-to-date. The
efforts are large to maintain and improve virtual user models and design patterns. Therefore an
evolving knowledge base would be desirable where designers are engaged to contribute with their
own inclusive design experience which flows back into the virtual user model. In this way, it is secured that the virtual user model evolves continuously to the benefit of the designers.
Q12: How can a decentralized platform be established which allows designers to share
inclusive design experiences and externalize them through a design pattern language
(and other methods)?
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8 The potential impact (including the socio-economic
impact and the wider societal implications of the project so far) and the main dissemination activities and
exploitation of results
The management of specific foreground knowledge and technology, guarantees, etc was done in
work package six (WP 6). It is based upon the procedures defined in section 8 and 9 of the consortium agreement and additionally summed up in Table 17 there. It was a continuous effort throughout the project and developed three versions up to the final public deliverable D6.7 describing dissemination and exploitation efforts performed so far and further planned. It has been based on
D6.6. The exploitation strategy is in Part B there. The restricted deliverable D6.4 includes again a
definition of the VICON end-result and end-product, the market situation and the project's positioning, a SWOT analysis and an exploitation strategy (common and also per individual partner) with
different marketing possibilities.

8.1 Potential impact
The needs of people with sensory or dexterity impairments are generally not well considered when
designing user interfaces (UIs) for mainstream consumer products. The majority of existing interfaces and controls rarely fulfil the accessibility requirements of users suffering from visual, hearing,
and dexterity impairments. It is also common for an individual to have multiple impairments than
just one; this is particularly prevalent among older people. A combination of these impairments
creates a far greater problem when interacting with a product than just one. The beneficiaries of
VICON will be older people who have age-related (mild to moderate) impairments (age-related
hearing loss, macular degeneration, etc) rather than those with profound impairments. This group
of people do not want (or require) ‘specialist’ assistive devices but mainstream consumer products.
However they fully benefit from consumer products, when their UIs incorporate accessible multimodal interaction capabilities providing good usability.
It is unrealistic for a mainstream manufacturer to have a detailed understanding of these issues
and design appropriately, due to the complexities of singular and multiple age-related impairments.
Therefore their inclusivity knowledge has to be supported from a third party solution.
VICON has conducted extensive user research to build an advanced Virtual User Model that reflects
the requirements of this group, when designing a product or UI. The Virtual User Model accompanies the entire design process and supports the designer throughout, so that the needs of this audience are address at every stage; conceptualisation, product and UI specification, virtual testing
and prototype evaluation.
The impacts of VICON are:
•
A major contribution to the Virtual User Modelling in terms of inclusive design development,
management and interoperability in an environment of user-centred VICON tools. In particular:
a) Inclusive design tools - VICON is providing inclusive design tools that empower designers to consider the needs of older people and disabled persons when designing
consumer products. VICON is also providing these tools for integration into existing
PLM tools, so these tools have the potential to be adopted. The approach taken is a
recommendation driven one focusing on the provision of the right recommendations at the right context.
b) Open virtual user models, repositories and documents, so e.g. the VICON downloadable recommendations, source code, documents from the VICON website and
additionally the document created in the context of the VUMS cluster.
•
•
•

Widespread uptake of high-added-value tools through innovative front ends and a higher
user empowerment, particularly of consumer product designer, who want to design inclusive products.
Lowered barriers for consumer product producers and inclusive design providing evaluation
services, in particular SMEs, to develop inclusive design services through open platforms
and interfaces.
A strengthened industry in Europe for software, software services and inclusive design services, offering a greater number of more inclusive consumer products, accessible to all users. Technologies tailored to meet key societal and economical needs.
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8.2 Strategic impacts
The VICON vision is to enable All of Europe’s citizens to use consumer products that are fully inclusive and accessible to everyone, everywhere they wish to use them. All designers get the support
they need during the design process by the VICON tools to achieve the integration of the needs of
older people and disabled persons.
VICON aims as well to provide the VICON tools, services and models to designers in all design and
prototyping phases to ensure sustainability and accessibility of these tools across Europe.
VICON will operate as the inclusive design support platform of tools to enhance existing PLM tools
on a common pan-European basis.

8.3 The Impact of Introducing Digital Technology vs. the Impact
of Introducing Inclusive Design
In order to disambiguate the impact of introducing digital technology in the product design from
the impact from introducing the inclusive design regarding the VICON industrial partners DORO and
ARCELIK it can be stated the cost saving is due to a combination of BOTH introducing digital technology AND carrying out inclusive design. We can disambiguate the issue by saying:
For Doro, the designers were already using digital technologies and doing Inclusive Design, then:
• we incorporated a new digital technology (VICON), to allow them to do Inclusive Design better,
• It gave 50% 29 benefit,
• the benefit was because VICON was a new digital technology, not because VICON allowed
them to do Inclusive Design.
For Arçelik, the designers were already using digital technologies but not doing Inclusive Design,
then:
• we incorporated a new digital technology (VICON), to allow them to do Inclusive Design,
• it allowed them to introduce Inclusive Design because they could do it early, when it was
efficient,
• so the benefit was because VICON allowed them to do Inclusive Design using a digital
technology.

29

A more detailed discussion upon the benefits for the VICON industrial partners DORO and ARCELIK can be
found in D5.2, chapter 3.1 (confidential), p.11, in D6.3, chapter 4 (confidential) and 5, p.11-14.
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8.4 Dissemination
Start month 1; end month 40; Lead: DORO
Deliverables
There are two main action lines within dissemination: (1) The creation of awareness of the project and (2) The publication of project results and their
potential impacts. Table 5 presents an overview of the scientific publications of the project.
No

1

Title

Main
author

Title of the periodical or the series

Supporting inclusive product design
with virtual user models at the early
stages of product development
An end user and environment field
study for an inclusive design of
consumer products

Pierre
Kirisci
et al
Thomas
Fiddian
et al

HCI International

Yehya
Mohamad

HCI International

Pierre
Kirisci
et al
Pierre
Kirisci et.
al.

ICED 2011

5

Virtual User Concept for Inclusive
Design of Consumer Products and
User Interfaces
Supporting inclusive product design
with virtual user models at the early
stages of product development
Supporting Inclusive Design of
Mobile Devices with a Context Model

6

Making Virtual Users a Reality

7

Future Alternatives to User Testing:

Fennell,
A.M.
et al
O’Connor,
J. et al

8

Virtual User Models – Approach and
First Results of the VICON project

2

3
4

Michael
Lawo et al

HCI International

Advances and
applications in
Mobile Computing
(Book)
INCLUDE 2011
Proceedings
CSUN 2011
eChallenges 2011

Number

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year of
publication

pages

Permanent
ID 30

open
access 31

Volume
6766/2011
,
Volume
Part IV
(2011)

Springer

Berlin,
Heidelberg

2011

69-78

Yes

Springer

Berlin,
Heidelberg

2011

443-453

Yes

Volume
6766/2011
,
ISBN 9781-90467029-2
ISBN 978953-510432-2

Springer

Berlin,
Heidelberg

2011

79-87

Yes

The Design
Society

Copenhagen

2011

80-90

InTech

Croatia

ISBN 9781-90734229-5
26th

Online
Proceedings
Online
Proceedings

26.28.10.201
1

Online Proceedings

DOI 32

Yes

2012

DOI 33

Yes

Dublin,
Ireland

2011

DOI 34

Yes

San
Francisco,
USA
Florence/Italy

2011

DOI 35

Yes

2011

DOI 36

Yes

30

A permanent identifier should be a persistent link to the published version full text if open access or abstract if article is pay per view) or to the final manuscript accepted
for publication (link to article in repository).
31
Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet. Please answer "yes" if the open access to the publication is already established and also if the
embargo period for open access is not yet over but you intend to establish open access afterwards.
32
http://papers.designsociety.org/supporting_inclusive_product_design_with_virtual_user_models_at_the_early_stages_of_product_development.paper.30786.htm
33
http://www.intechopen.com/books/advances-and-applications-in-mobile-computing/supporting-inclusive-design-of-mobile-devices-with-a-context-model34
http://include11.kinetixevents.co.uk/4dcgi/prog?operation=author&id=1413
35
http://www.csun.edu/cod/conference/index.php
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No

Title

Main
author

Title of the periodical or the series

Number

Publisher

Place of
publication

Year of
publication

pages

Permanent
ID 30

open
access 31

Virtual user models for designing
and using of inclusive products
Introduction to the special thematic
session
An interoperable and inclusive user
modelling concept for simulation and
adaptation

Yehya
Mohamad
et al

ICCHP 2012

09 –
13.07.201
3

Online Proceedings

Linz Austria

2012

DOI 37

Yes

Yehya
Mohamad
et al

20th July
16-20,
2012

Online Proceedings

Montreal,
Canada,

2012

DOI 38

Yes

11

Creative design for inclusion using
virtual user models

July 0913, 2012

Online Proceedings

Linz Austria

2012

DOI 39

Yes

12

Supporting inclusive design of mobile devices with a context model

Markus
Modzelewski et al
Kirisci,
Pierre T.

Conference on
User Modeling,
Adaptation, and
Personalization
2012.
(ICCHP)

2012

Online Proceedings

2012

DOI 40

Yes

13

Prototype of a Virtual User Modeling
Software Framework for Inclusive
Design of Consumer Products and
User Interfaces
An Interoperable and Inclusive User
Modeling Concept for Simulation and
Adaptation

INTECH, 2012
ISBN: 978-95351-0432-2
S.65-88
HCI International
2013

July 2013

Online Proceedings

Yehya
Mohamad

Book: A Multimodal End-2-End
Approach to Accessible Computing

April 2013

ISBN: 978-14471-5081-7
(Print) 978-14471-5082-4
(Online)

Markus
Modzelewski.

User Modeling for
Accessibility
Online Symposium
of

15 July
2013

9

10

14

15

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Application of abstract user models
as customer involvement in product
development

et al
Svetlana
Matiouk et
al

Las Vegas
USA

Human–
Computer
Interaction
Series
2013 Berlin
W3C

http://www.echallenges.org/e2011/default.asp?page=paper-repository
http://www.icchp.org/node/348
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-872/umap2012_poster_04.pdf
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-31522-0_43
http://publica.fraunhofer.de/eprints/urn:nbn:de:0011-n-2015925.pdf
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-39188-0_7
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4471-5082-4_10
http://www.w3.org/WAI/RD/2013/user-modeling/paper3/
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2013

pp 5966

DOI 41

Yes

2013

Pages
195-236

DOI 42

No

DOI 43

Yes

2013

No

16

Title

owards Standardization of
User Models for Simulation
and Adaptation Purposes

Main
author

Title of the periodical or the series

Yehya
Mohamad et al

Journal: UAIS
Paper for the
Special Issue
"3rd generation accessibility: Information and
Communication Technologies towards
universal access" (Guest
Editor: Maria
Fernanda
Cabrera)
User Modeling
for Accessibility (UM4A)"
Thematic Area: Universal
Access in HumanComputer
Interaction –
Crete
User Modeling
for Accessibility (UM4A)"
Thematic Area: Universal
Access in HumanComputer
Interaction –
Crete

(accepted)

17

Evaluation of VICON a Virtual User Modeling Framework

Joshue
Oconnor
et al

(accepted)

18

Future Challenges of User
Modeling for Accessibility
(accepted)

Yehya
Mohamad et al

Number

1

Publisher

Place of
publication

Version: Final

pages

Permanent
ID 30

Springer

Berlin,
Heidelberg

2013

36

to
come

Springer

Berlin,
Heidelberg

2014

10

to
come

Springer

Berlin,
Heidelberg

2014

Table 5: List of all VICON scientific publications
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open
access 31

Table 6 presents an overview of all dissemination activities of the project.
No

Type of
activities 44
web

Main
leader
UoB

Title

Doro

Doro announcement of partnership

3

Press
release
Invited Talk

4

Flyer

UniHB

Project description

5

Presentation

UniHB

6

Invited Talk

UniHB

7

Conference

Doro

Experiences in proposals for the 7th
framework programme
Wenn die Nutzer älter werden: Herausforderungen an die Entwicklung neuer
Produkte
M-Health

8
9

Exhibition
Web

Doro
FIT

10
11
12
13

Exhibition
Exhibition
Exhibition
Conference

Doro
Doro
Doro
RNID

14

Cluster
Meeting
Dissemination
workshop
Website

FIT

17

Project
Meeting

FIT

18

Project
Meeting

FIT

1

2

15
16

http://vicon-project.eu/

UniHB

Date

Type of audience 45

Place

2010-13

Scientific Community,
Industry,
Civil Society,
Policy makers,
Medias,
Other
Medias

01/02/2010
07-08/05/2010

Size of
audience
500

--

Global

SE, DE, TR, IR, GB

eHealth Vienna/Austria

Scientists, Public

02/06/2010

Bremen

Industry, Public

>50

1000 Flyers printed and
distributed at different fairs,
conferences, workshops
Bremen/Germany

26/06/2010

Bremen

Public, Scientists

>50

Bremen/Germany

14-15/09/2010

Dubai

Industry

>200

21-22/09/2010
04/10/2010

Denmark
Internet

Industry
Scientists
Public

>1.300
>30

6-9/10/2010
13-15/10/2010
17-21/10/2010
29/11/2010

Düsseldorf
Hanover
Dubai
University of
Warwick

>52.000
>10.000
>133.000
>40

VUMS Cluster Meeting

21/09/2011

Nottingham

Civil Society, Industry
Industry
Industry
Scientific Community
(higher education, Research), Industry
VUMS Community

> 15

UK

FIT

Part of the Joint VR Conference JVRC
2011.

21/09/2011

Nottingham

VR Community

>50

International participation

FIT

Publishing of the Cluster Glossary of
Terms on the VUMS Website
Presentation at the consortium meeting
of the EU funded project eAccess+
(http://www.eaccessplus.eu/)
Presentation at the consortium meeting
of the EU funded project I2Web
(http://i2web.eu)

09/2011

Sankt Augustin
Germany
Siegburg Germany

General public

HIT-messen
Liaison with the AAL Alliance of the
Fraunhofer Society.
www.aal.fraunhofer.de
Rehacare
EUHA
Gitex
RAate – Recent Advances in Assistive
Technology & Engineering

06/2010

09/2011
10/2011

Sankt Augustin
Germany

>200

Countries addressed

--

A, CZ, H, SL

Global participation, 40%
from Europe
Denmark
Germany
Germany
Germany
Global participation
UK

Global dissemination

Project members

30

Europe

Project members

> 20

Europe

44

A drop down list allows choosing the dissemination activity: publications, conferences, workshops, web, press releases, flyers, articles published in the popular press,
videos, media briefings, presentations, exhibitions, thesis, interviews, films, TV clips, posters, Other.
45
A drop down list allows choosing the type of public:, Civil Society, Policy makers, Medias ('multiple choices' is possible.
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No
19

Type of
activities 44
Conference

Main
leader
FIT

Title

20

Workshop

UoB

21

Conference

UoB

22

Conference

FIT

VUMS Workshop at ICCHP 2012 -

23

Workshop

FIT

24

W3C Online
symposium

FIT

VICON workshop - Research for
Independent Ageing User modelling and context-senstive
services
User Modeling for Accessibility
Online Symposium 15 July 2013

25

Presentation

Arçelik

VICON Project Presentation

26

Conference/
Exhibition

Arçelik

Turkish Eureka Chairmanship Launch
Conference

27

Partnering
Event

Arçelik

28

Conference

Arçelik

International Partnering and Collaboration Event in Inclusive, Innovative and
Secure Societies
NEM Summit 2012

29

Conference

Arçelik

NEM Summit 2012

30

Conference

Arçelik

Innovation Week

31

Conference/
Exhibition

Arçelik

11th Industry Congress and Innovation
Exhibition

32

Conference

FIT

are Development and Technologies for
Enhancing Accessibility and Fighting
Info-exclusion November 13-15, 2013 Vigo, Spain

ICCHP 2012 – Call for papers for an STS
: Virtual user models for designing and
using of inclusive products
(http://www.icchp.org/node/349)
2nd Sino-German Advanced Workshop
on Wearable Computing
Concertation event with FP7 or related
projects on accessibility

Date

Place

Type of audience 45

10/2011

Linz Austria

Public, Scientits, User
community

23-26/10/2011

Bremen, Germany

Scientific Community

30/11/2011

Brussels, Belgium

09/07 / 2012

Linz Austria

26/04/2013

Bonn - Germany

15/07/2013

Online

29/02/2012 –
21/03/2013
13/07/2012

Istanbul, Ankara,
Eskisehir, Antalya,
Kocaeli, Isparta,
Kayseri
Istanbul

Scientific Community,
VUMS Cluster project
representatives
Scientific Community,
VUMS Cluster project
representatives
Industry, Scientific
Community, user organisations, VUMS Cluster
project representative
Industry, Scientific
Community, user organisations,
Scientists, students (BS,
MS and Ph.D.)

05/10/2012

Brussels

16-18/10/2012

30

Countries addressed
International participation

China and Germany

>200

International participation

>50

International participation

>50

International participation

>200

International participation

Over 250

Turkey

EUREKA high level
representatives, national
project coordinators and
industry representatives
from EUREKA member
countries
Industry, University,
EUREKA representatives

>200

Global participation, 95%
from Europe

>150

Belgium

Istanbul

Industry, University

> 320

16-18/10/2012

Istanbul

Industry, University

> 320

6-8/12/2012

Istanbul

Industry, University,
Public

> 5000

Europe, Turkey and other
regions of the world
Europe, Turkey and other
regions of the world
Europe, Turkey and other
regions of the world

19-20/12/2012

Istanbul

Industry, SMEs, University, Public

> 500

13-15 November,
2013

Vigo, Spain

Industry, Scientific
Community, user organisations,
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>200

Europe, Turkey and other
regions of the world
International participation

8.5 Exploitation use cases

Figure 7: VICON Business Model
Based on the VICON Business Model (Figure 6) the main VICON exploitation goals are addressing:
1. All citizens using consumer products being fully inclusive and accessible to everyone.
2. The wide-spread adoption and sustainable evolution of the VICON common tools and user-,
environment-, and task models to be used by:
1. Designer in sketch phase to get inclusive design recommendations
2. Designer in CAD phase to get inclusive design recommendations
3. Designer in the simulation/evaluation phase to get inclusive design recommendations
4. Designer for other purposes like communication within teams, training,
awareness raising etc
The VICON partners believe that inclusive design, usability and accessibility of user interfaces of
consumer products begin with an open and transparent support of designers in this regard. This
information must be delivered in a way that is not only freely accessible to individual designers but
also meets their needs during the whole product life cycle management (PLM).
Building on these achievements the VICON Viability Plan is summarised as follows:
Vision

Mission
Organisation
Objectives

All of Europe’s citizens are using consumer products fully inclusive and accessible to
everyone, everywhere they wish to use them. All designers get the support they need
during the design process by the VICON tools to achieve the integration of the needs
of older people and disabled persons.
To provide the VICON tools, services and models to designers in all design and prototyping phases to ensure sustainability and accessibility of these tools across Europe.
VICON will operate as the inclusive design support platform of tools to enhance existing PLM tools on a common pan-European basis.
By the project end in 2013 field trials are completed with a precompetitive VICON
operational system of (a) user, environment and task models, (b) recommendations,

and (c) the provision of the VICON designer support tools, in user and implementation
organisations in three EU member states (DE, IE, SE,) and an associated member
state (TR) supported by the VICON project partners.
By 2015 VICON tools and frameworks will be deployed to software companies producing CAD, PLM software and design companies etc in 11 EU countries through a network of design, usability and accessibility companies as partners providing VICON
support and other services.
Deployment of VICON services as both open-source infrastructural and proprietary
added-value components (VIST) on a commercially sustainable basis, to serve the
need for inclusive design consumer products and increased user inclusion in all services and processes across Europe, by
•
Targeting across Europe PLM software producer, consumer product producer,
designer organisations and other inclusive design partners
•
Working through these partners to target European and national design, usability and accessibility initiatives, which will be a major opportunity, especially
in the context of Horizon 2020

Strategy

In the following three concrete business scenarios are presented:

Business Scenario I
Name

PLM software producer integrates VICON Tools into their PLM platform e.g. Siemens

Actors
volved

in- PLM company (e.g. Siemens) – Fraunhofer FIT – University of Bremen

Context

Siemens has already expressed interest in the VICON tools. The VICON Tools prototypes are already integrated in Siemens NX. Customers, who decide to download the
free available VICON tools and to buy additionally the commercially available tools,
would get valuable support for their designers to design inclusive products.

Added value - Training courses provided by University of Bremen and Fraunhofer FIT
services
- Support & Maintenance

Additional
effort

- VICON Sketch tool (ConVic)- Creative Commons license

License
Description

Open
tions

- For the VICON Sketch tool (ConVic) no additional effort for integration is required
- For all PLM platforms apart from Siemens NX some effort has to be invested to
integrate the VICON CAD tool (VIST) into the target PLM
- For all PLM platforms apart from Siemens NX some effort has to be invested to
integrate the VICON simulation tool (VIRTEX) into the target PLM

- VICON CAD tool (VIST) - Creative Commons license
- VICON simulation tool (VIRTEX) – Commercial from Fraunhofer FIT
This Business scenario should enable the PLM software producer to add new tools
to their platform enabling customers to design inclusive products. The tools provide
support thought the entire product design process. They can be used for training on
inclusive design or for communication support in designer teams.

ques- Who adds more recommendations and analysis algorithms?
How is adaptation done to look and feel of target PLM platform?

Business
Model
Cost Driver

VICON partners would get license fees from VICON VIRTEX, the commercially available tool, and generate revenues from providing training, support and maintenance
from the free available tools VICON ConVic and VICON VIST.
Costs will originate from further activities:
•
Additional development and enhancement of the VICON tools.
•
Producing of training materials and documentation.
•
Marketing activities

Business Scenario II
Name

Consumer product producer utilises VICON Tools in their design process e.g. Arçelik,
Doro
in- Consumer product producer (e.g. Arçelik, Doro) – Fraunhofer FIT – University of
Bremen

Actors
volved
Context

Arçelik and Doro are already using VICON tools in some of their design centres, as
both are using Siemens NX as their design and PLM platform. The designer get the
opportunity to specify their target user group and context of usage and VICON automatically tell them what they should consider in their design to produce an inclusive prototype. Any other consumer product producer can download the free available tools from SourceForge.

Added value
services
Additional
effort
License

•
•

Training courses provided by University of Bremen and Fraunhofer FIT
Support & Maintenance

Training of the designer in the usage of the VICON tools and the inclusive design
principles
PLM commercial license – Revenues for the consortium would be generated
through the PLM company

Description

Open
tions

This Business scenario allows companies producing consumer products to support
their designer in designing inclusive products. This will enlarge their customer base
and enhance their market position. It helps the companies to comply with laws and
standards. Furthermore it shows the social responsibility by supporting elderly and
disabled users to increase independence, inclusion and engagement.
ques- How to communicate with the designer of the consumer product company; through
the PLM company or direct?

Business
Model
Cost Driver

VICON partners would get license fees from the PLM company and would provide
training courses for the VICON tools and inclusive design for the designers of the
consumer product company.
Costs will originate from further activities:
•
Additional development and enhancement of the VICON tools.
•
Producing of training materials and documentation.
•
Marketing activities

Name

Evaluation services for virtual prototypes

Actors
volved
Context

Business Scenario III

in- Design companies – Fraunhofer FIT – University of Bremen
Many consumer product companies outsource the design activities to specialised
design companies. These companies would benefit from a consultancy and evaluation service provided by Fraunhofer FIT and University of Bremen. The design companies would provide their virtual prototypes e.g. a CAD model and the service of
Fraunhofer FIT or a spin-off company would evaluate the virtual prototypes and
provide a report about shortcomings in inclusive design to the design company.

Added value Training courses provided by University of Bremen and Fraunhofer FIT
services
Additional
effort

training of the designer in the interpretation and customization of the reports

License

Commercial – single evaluations or frame contract

Description

This Business scenario allows design companies to provide an additional service
without investing in the infrastructure or even in training their designers to become
professional in inclusive design. This will allow them to bed for contracts where accessibility is a pre-condition e.g. from public procurement. On the other side the end
users elderly and disabled persons will get a well evaluated consumer product

Open
tions

ques- How to avoid long cycles in the workflow and to provide a just in time evaluation
service?

Business
Model
Cost Driver

VICON partners would get fees for every single contract or for a frame contract with
the design companies. This will allow design companies a flexible working way and
the VICON partners beside the income an up-to-date knowledge in the inclusive
Costs will originate from further activities:
•
Additional development and enhancement of the VICON tools.
•
Producing of training materials and documentation.
•
Marketing activities

8.6 Report on societal implications
The report on societal implications follows the prescribed form for final project reports by answering the following questionnaire:
A. General Information:
Grant Agreement Number: FP7-248294
Title of Project: Virtual user Concept for Supporting Inclusive Design of Consumer Products and
User Interfaces
Name and Title of Coordinator: Prof. Dr. Michael Lawo
B. Ethics:
1. Did your project undergo an Ethics Review (and/or Screening)?

NO

2. Please indicate whether your project involved any of the following issues (tick box) :
YES
RESEARCH ON HUMANS
• Did the project involve children?
• Did the project involve patients?
• Did the project involve persons not able to give consent?
• Did the project involve adult healthy volunteers?
X
• Did the project involve Human genetic material?
• Did the project involve Human biological samples?
• Did the project involve Human data collection?
X
RESEARCH ON HUMAN EMBRYO/FOETUS
• Did the project involve Human Embryos?
• Did the project involve Human Foetal Tissue / Cells?
• Did the project involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs)?
• Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve cells in culture?
• Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve the derivation of cells from Embryos?
PRIVACY
• Did the project involve processing of genetic information or personal data (eg. health, sexual
lifestyle, ethnicity, political opinion, religious or philosophical conviction)?
• Did the project involve tracking the location or observation of people?
RESEARCH ON ANIMALS
• Did the project involve research on animals?
• Were those animals transgenic small laboratory animals?
• Were those animals transgenic farm animals?
• Were those animals cloned farm animals?
• Were those animals non-human primates?
RESEARCH INVOLVING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
• Did the project involve the use of local resources (genetic, animal, plant etc)?
• Was the project of benefit to local community (capacity building, access to healthcare, education,
etc)?
DUAL USE
• Research having direct military use
NO
• Research having the potential for terrorist abuse
NO
C. Workforce Statistics:
3. Workforce statistics for the project: Please indicate in the table below the number of people who
worked on the project (on a headcount basis).
Type of Position
Number of Women
Number of Men
Scientific Coordinator
0
1
Work package leaders
1
6
Experienced researchers
1
2
PhD Students
1
3
Other
3
18
4. How many additional researchers (in companies and universities) were recruited specifically for
this project? 4
Of which, indicate the number of men:
3
D Gender Aspects:
5. Did you carry out specific Gender Equality Actions under the project?

NO

6. Which of the following actions did you carry out and how effective were they?
Not at all effective Very effective

□ Design and implement an equal opportunity policy
□ Set targets to achieve a gender balance in the workforce
□ Organise conferences and workshops on gender
□ Actions to improve work-life balance
□ Other:

7. Was there a gender dimension associated with the research content – i.e. wherever people were
the focus of the research as, for example, consumers, users, patients or in trials, was the issue of
gender considered and addressed?
X Yes- please specify __In our User Studies we always addressed the gender issue
E Synergies with Science Education:
8. Did your project involve working with students and/or school pupils (e.g. open days, participation in science festivals and events, prizes/competitions or joint projects)?
Yes- It became part of the lectures given in computer science and production engineering at Universität Bremen; furthermore beside students from these two disciplines also
students from social science were involved into the project for user studies.
9. Did the project generate any science education material (e.g. kits, websites, explanatory booklets, DVDs)?
NO
F Interdisciplinarity:
10. Which disciplines (see list below) are involved in your project?
Main discipline:
1.1
Associated discipline:
2.3
Associated discipline
5.4
G Engaging with Civil society and policy makers:
11a Did your project engage with societal actors beyond the research community? (if 'No', go to
Question 14)
YES
11b If yes, did you engage with citizens (citizens' panels / juries) or organised civil society (NGOs,
patients' groups etc.)?
Yes, in implementing the research
Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project
11c In doing so, did your project involve actors whose role is mainly to organise the dialogue with
citizens and organised civil society (e.g. professional mediator; communication company, science
museums)?
NO
12. Did you engage with government / public bodies or policy makers (including international organisations)
NO
13a Will the project generate outputs (expertise or scientific advice) which could be used by policy
makers?
Yes – as a primary objective (please indicate areas below- multiple answers possible)
Yes – as a secondary objective (please indicate areas below - multiple answer possible)
13b If Yes, in which fields?
Audiovisual and Media, Competition, Consumers, Culture, Education Training, Information Society, Research and Innovation

13c If Yes, at which level?
European level
International level
H Use and dissemination:
14. How many Articles were published/accepted for publication in peer-reviewed journals?
14
To how many of these is open access provided?
How many of these are published in open access journals?
How many of these are published in open repositories?

13
6
3

To how many of these is open access not provided?
Please check all applicable reasons for not providing open access:

 publisher's licensing agreement would not permit publishing in a repository
 no suitable repository available
□ no suitable open access journal available
□ no funds available to publish in an open access journal
□ lack of time and resources
□ lack of information on open access
□ other

15. How many new patent applications (‘priority filings’) have been made?
0
("Technologically unique": multiple applications for the same invention in different jurisdictions
should be counted as just one application of grant).
16. Indicate how many of the following Intellectual Property Rights were applied for (give number
in each box).
Trademark
Registered design
Other
2 Software Licenses
17. How many spin-off companies were created / are planned as a direct result of the project?
Indicate the approximate number of additional jobs in these companies:
One Company with app. 3 people within a year
18. Please indicate whether your project has a potential impact on employment, in comparison with
the situation before your project:

 Increase in employment, or
 Safeguard employment, or
 Decrease in employment,
 Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify
 In small & medium-sized enterprises
 In large companies
□ None of the above / not relevant to the project
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